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LOCAL NEWS

SPORTS

Ladies lose

Tiger sweep

Let's talk

Calloway County, Murray High
girls' teams suffer defeats

Murray Middle beats Calloway
In 8th grade action

WKMS to air live radio
Gulf crisis, call-in forum
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Treatment plant tanks
being cleaned by city,
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By MARY LAYTON

MURRAY. KY
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FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
So\
S,
troops selie,i :he Lithuania:,
national glia;d headquarters and
the rqt;!)::, s main printing
plant today. and 200 nationalists
formed a hamar: r..ig to defend
the telc;,,„;,ion ti rJ royps
'the printinc,
shot 'one
yo.;••,,
• • s'i.e inJ heat
• 1)eo;,,e. said
.anian
Mutray Board of Education secretary Marlene Roberts, right, issues the oath of office to in-coming board
members, from right, Doris Cella, Van Haserstock and Hollis Clark. Outgoing board. members Tommy
Rushing and Vernon Gantt were honored with a reception and resolution presentation Thursday. night
Ott ENS1101,10. hy. (:onstruction of S,.or Paper C.o.'s
new plant ,w:11 not begin until
1902. Inst
this year as presaid coirtiaily.
viot,sly

Cable TV tax OK'd 1).y city school board
t:ah;e-uscr'snit otIty hill, accord!ng to Murray Ca':evIston regtonal
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
inarket!ng d.re;:tor RICK Orr. "I he
averace hill runs afouno S26:
If Murray residents want their
Onlv
users in the Murray
MTV, they're going to have to pay.
which ineludcs
schocn_ distm:t
a little more for it, according to a
wnl he
MursraY State [rnversity
levy approved Thursday by the
Murray Independent School Board. effe,.t...! by the tax. aeLordina to
Murray Superintendent Dr. Paul
The tax, 3 percent of the user's
Jones. The tax won't be seen on
monthly rate, is mandated by the
cable bills until Murray officials
state through the Kentucky Educaand Murray Cahleyision can work
tion Reform Act which came into
effect in July and is expected to out a timetable for implementing
the tax. he said.
raise S30.()00 yearly.
Orr told the board that while the
The levy will mean an approximate 75 cent jump in the average, cable corrnarIV ''is a friend of edu-

By MARK COOPER
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ot a poss;nle
surprise
takeover offer from a'hillionaire
investor and bids from three
rivals.
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FORECAST
Tonight: Rain likely, possibly
mixing with snow toward daybreak. Colder with a low in the
lower 30s. Nortkwest wind 5 to
10 mph. Chance of precipitation
60 percent.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.:7, -0.3 below 337.7, -0.1
Barkley Lake
-358.8. -0.1 below '140.g, +0 1

INDEX
One Section — 16 Pages
14, 15.
Classifieds
14
Comics
14
Crosswords
13
Dear Abby
7
Horoscope
6, 7
Murray Today
13
Obituaries
4
Perspective
10-12
Sports.
Subscribers who hase not
received their home-delisered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Senate Democratic leaders
reward loyal freshmen
together in private by the elected
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Democratic leaders of the Senate
Senate Democratic leaders elimiand generally reflect whether indinated two committees and
vidual members are in or out of
rewarded loyal freshmen in putting
together membership lists for the *, favor. Republican leaders can suggest committee assignments for
coming two years.
their own members, but they do not
the
were
Thursday
Disbanded
former Judiciary-Civil ComMittee, have to be followed.
- Joe Meyer, D-Covington, will
which was combined with a crimiFord at the head- of State
replace
and
panel,
one
into
committee
nal
Government, a particularly importhe Elec-ticms and Constitutional
tant committee in the coming year
Amendments Committee, which
because it will be charged with
w2s merged into the State Governdrawing new boundaries for politiment Committee.
cal districts.
The crucial chairmanship deciThe former elections committee
sion had Sen. Ed Ford, Dwas chaired by Bill Clouse of
Cynthiana, appointed to lead the
Richmond, who was defeated for
Education Committee. Ford, who
was chairman of State Government, re-election,
- Fred Bradley, D-Frankfort, will
is a close ally of Majority Floor
take over the Agriculture and
Leader Joe Wright, who wants him
Natural Resources Committee.
to fend off attacks to the Education
which will be in the spotlight durReform Act of 1990.
ing the coming special session on
Former Education Committee
solid waste.
Allen of Bellechairman
fonte was defeated for re-election.'
The committee lists are put (Cont'd on page 3)
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cat;oi, ic reform act unfairiy
defines cable television as a utility,
Ythic,h 'are legally [axed by state
boards.
Murray, which already has a 3
percent tax on other utilities, must
include all utilities in taxation in
order to comply with state law.
Jones said.
"What (the law') says is that you
can't pick and choose -- if you do
for One you've got to do for the
-other." he said.
'vision. however, is a
Cable
\Lh001

(Cont'd on page 3)

Murray residents should not
alarmed if their drinking water :s
s
discolored this weekend.
one million gallon storae
located at the water treit:!:., '
is being cleaned.
Tommy Marshall, Director
Public ,Works, informed the
council Thursday that the work
the tank would begin today
should be completed by the erh1
this weAend.
"It's possible when (,U 'do .17.••
thing of this magnitude that
could stir up the water
would. c,dusc sOM.C, discoloration or
some rusty looking wLer in some
parts of town," Marshall said. "We
don't know if it will happen, but it
it does, people should .allow their
water to run for several moments
and it should clear up."
He 'pointed Out that the water.
regardless of its color, is not harmful when consumed.
Work will begin within 60 to 90
days to replace the bridge on South
6th ,Street. The council awarded the
construction contract to the lowes,
bidder, 11 & G Company of Kuttawa. Replacement of the. briJge witl
cost S48,954. hut only 20 percent
of this figure, about 59,000. must
be paid by the city of Murray.
Eighty percent of the funds is provided from grant monies.
In other business, the counLii.
-- Hired Hilliard Lyons Investments as the city's financial . cor-.L
sultant in Securing bonds for the
renovation of thlr city's water treatment plant.
--- Heard .a report by Police
Chief Larry Elkins who attended a

:"

A
and
Lew, to the N,tszr...,•,,

Governor's race
shaping up to be
one of the most
expensive ever
1-RANKFOR I K,
\,Vith more than 5'c 5
so far, this year's rae for 00‘chntLICk !,
•
uric .t the r..0,-•
re
I tie four ma: Lienot :
didateY have raised more It1:17 '),C
rn:lhon, aL(..ord.ng to tnetr latksst
Larr.pa4In finanLe report,
First lady Martha Wilkinson
reported ThursdaY that she has
.
raised a Iola; 01 52..55
,ast three
S447.629 cor,i,ng r.
months of I440 She ',Dent
S25::
,Js.irir.4 the tnre, •
52
period. ;en, intt n.,••
::on in 'the, •- a7:k
She Is
turd-raising s..kuup,takc,
1.: Gus. Brereton Jones Jones
reported carter this week that
had raised a total of 53 miThn
had 52 39 million
Lexington Mayor
reporei Thursday that he has
raised a total of .5
S 1 .7' 245 dr(Cont'd on Page

Rainy day pastime

Gene Isaacs (left) a volunteer for N1urNk 's Shared Care Adult Day Program engaged in a friendly game
of checkers with \LP. Christopher, a program participant. Also pictured is Joyce Isaacs. another solunleer in the program. Vise senior citiiens are currently enrolled in the adult day care program, which is
located in the George Weaks Community Center. Participants play games. make crafts, and exercise,
among other actisities, The center is open Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
program is funded, in part, under a contract with the Purchase Area pevelopment District and the Kentucky Cabinet for human Resources with funds from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Sexual harassment: not part of the job description
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Lodger & Times Stall Writer

No woman, or man, must tolerate unwelcome sexual advances
in the work place. That's sexual
harassment and it's against the law.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 defines sexual harassment
as follows:
Requests for sexual. raifOrg,
other verbal or physical conduct of

-ott

•
*is
14,014
'
'
•

N

a sexual- natum constitute sexual
harassment when: (1) submission
to this conduct is made a term or
condition of an individual's
employment; (2) submission to or
rejection of this conduct is used as
the basis for employment decisions
affecting individuals; or (3) this
conduct unreasonably interferes
with an individual's work performance nr-crcates an intimidating.
hostile, or offensive work

environment.
Calloway County. Attorney
David Harrington explained that
the mast common form of sexual
harassment is the "sexually harassing environment" when explicit
jokes, sexual comments or innuendos are made.
A sexual connotation is inferred,
Harrington said, when an employer
or co-worker makes remarks such.
as: "You should open up a little

more," or You should be more
responsive to my needs,"
The two other forms of sexual
harassment occur, he said, when
there is an overt physical act in
which illegal touching is involved:
and when there is an overt nonphysical act in-which the employer
comes right out and tells an
employee that he or she will
receive a job promotion or a raise
only in return for sexual favors (or

be fired if the favors are not
granted.)
On the lotal level, Calloway
County's employers address complaints of sexual harassment with
specific policies and procedures.
Representatives from Briggs &
Stratton, Murray State University,
Wal-Mart, Vanderbilt Chemical,
and the Murray city government
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Harassment...
(Coat'd from page 1)
discussed the measures they take
when receiving complaints of sexual harassment.
Curtis Moseley, personnel manager at Briggs & Stratton. said that
sexual harassment complaints
would be hard by a committee
composed of himself, the plant
manager. and the division manager
and supervisor for the department
in which the discrimination
aegedl took place.
If the committee determines that
d,,,:riminat:on has taken place, the
:::nplosee would be disciplined, he
saal. Inc compans's disciplinary
prus.ed.ile invo;‘es Lour steps -nr ee warnings 1 7'. .! then
mmin4“oil"
the
Mosels sa....4 for :nstan;:c.
...o!r.pialard that d
•
74: and him or
cmp,•,,yc A OL:;,4 probal-Ils
,̀e f
But it that empioyee was foLnd
•

Harassment Policy as "ottensive
behavior which inappropriately
asserts sexuality in any relationship
within or affecting the university.
including bet not limited to relationships between teachers and students, employers and employees."
According to the policy, evidence of sexual harassment takes
three forms: (I) verbal tsuggestive
comments, jokes about sex, sexual
propositions), (2) non-verbal (leering. whistling, obscene gestures):
and (3)- physical (touching, pinching, coerced or non-consensual sexual intercourse.)
Joyce Gordon. director of Personnel Services at MSC, said that
individuals found to be in violation
of the sexual harassment policy
may be subject to penalties ranging
from official warning to
trmitiation.
Gordon said that tbe head, ot a
department once informed Personnel Servie6 that sexual harassment
might be taking place with some of
'7the employees in hr department
"1 reornmended that he talk
A ,
J1- the individuals, educate them,
them know that laws do
:ha: makes a per-$n cr.,:omtortab,c... she sad
*.)C: .7.: .1

said
N.,..7ras State t
)SL..o.

: rrna.:)
Je!:no,

0' ,e

s

plaints of sexual harassment.
Jeffre Dreyer, interim affirmatise
action officer, said that disciplinary
procedures are &fluent in every
case. She could not take a hypothetical instance of sexual harassment and predict that it would merit a specific type of punishment•
such as verbal counseling or
termination.
Paul Sharp. store manager ot
Wal-Mart, said that complaints
would- be brought to a member of
tie store management. If the
charge involseal a person in management. he said the complaint
would be brought to the distra.1
manager
Disciplinars action would
depend on the severits of the act
and whether or not it +vas a repeat
offense, Sharp said. Any individual
found guilty-of groping a -frttow
employee or "chasing her around
tilt desk" would probably be tired,
he said.
Less severe acts such as an
employee putting an arm around a
co-worker who is against it 111:1
merit a suspension without pay. he
said. An employee who subjects
co-workers to winks and dirty
jokes may receive verbal counseling. he added.
Gene Smith. personnel manager
of Vanderbilt Chemical, said that
the company has not received any
complaints of sexual harassment
since he has worked-there — over

20 years. If employees are found employs at least eight employees
guilts. of sexual harassment, he during any 20-week period within
said. "either it's not too bad and the year. according to John Kelsey,
they'll be talked to. or it's bad staff attorney for the Commission.
To be sure :he complainant's
enough . to fire them."
When a sexual harassment com- rights are protected. he or she must
plaint is filed by a city employee. file the complaint within 180 days
Mayor Bill Cherry said that the after the alleged discrimination
complainant should first contact his occurred. When the Commission
or her immediate supersirsor. If the receives a complaint, an investigaproblem is not solved there, the tor contacts the complainant,
complainant should talk to his or gathering all available facts from
her department head.' The mayor the complainant and from those
would-be the last person in line to who have been accused of discrihear the complaint.
mination. Kelsey said.
"I'd evaluate (the complaint) and
If there are no witnesses to the
if I felt charges needed to be made, discrimination, the Commission
I'd refer it to the city council," can talk to former employees to
Cherry said. The council has the find out if discrimination had
authority to discipline city employ- occurred in the past. Harrington
ees and to terminate their positions. said. Also, the Commission can
he said.
examine the complainant's person- 1T--an--- individual . is not satisfied nel recordSlo determine quality of
with the action his or her company job performance. For instance, was
has taken regarding asexual har- the complainant given superior ratassment complaint, or if the com- ings up until a specific time and..
plaint had been filed against the then transferred for no reason?
employer, the individual alleging
Harrington also pointed out that
sexual harassment may file a com- the Commission could focus on
plaint with the Kentucky Commis- whether Or not the complaint was
sion on Human Rights. The Com- acted upon by the employer, in the
mission is a Louisville based agen- event that the complaint was filed
..y set up by the Kentucky Civil against a co-worker
not the
Rights Act to address discrimina- employer.
tion complaints.
If the Commission does not find
In order-to be guaranteed protecfacts support the complaint.
that
tion -rthe Kentucky Civil Rights
complainant and those accused
the
Act. the,complainant must work for
of discrimination will be notified.
an individual or institution which
If the Commission does, however,
find cause to believe the complainant has been discriminated against.
it will attempt to reach an agreement, or settlement, satisfactory' to
the complainant and the party
being sued.

JC Penney/Murray, Ky.

DOT SALE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY, JANUARY 11-13

The Commission can provide
civil remedies in Ole form of
monetary compensation. Back pay
can be granted to the complainant
for wages. promotions or a job lost
dUe to discrimination, 'Harrington
said. Also, the Commission can
require that the employer institute a
program whereby oomplaints
would be- .closely • moititored.
"Damages can be awarded for
embarrassment and humiliation.
Those are very individualind,"
Harrington said. "What is embarrassing to one individual may not,
be embarrassing to another."
If the complainant or the part)
being sued does not agree to a settlement. the Commission may hold
.a hearing in which the amount of
damages is determined. And it
either party believes that the decision is unfair, it can be appealed to.
Circuit .Court, Harrington said.

mr9A

OFF

THE TICKETED PRICE OF MERCHANDISE IDENTIFIED WITH A RED DOT

He pointed out that sexual harassment is a civil charge. When
proven, compensatory damages are ..
granted. Sexual abuse, involving an
overt physical act, however, is a
criminal charge which, when
proven in court, would carry- a penally ranging anywhere from, a misdemeanor to a felony, he added.
"It's possible that you can get
compensatory damages for embarrassment and humiliation --- a civil,
remedy- — in addition to criminal
penalties that can be imposed for
sexual abuse," Harrington said.

KSP investigating
burglary of rifles,
jewelry Thursday

THE TICKETED PRICE OF MERCHANDISE IDENTIFIED WITH A YELLOW DOT

1 he KentuJA State Police is
investigating a burglar at a L.)11nY ille borne Thursday atignoon.
according to a department
spokesman.
The home of Rita Chambers,
located on the Swann Road near
Lynnville, was apparently broken
into sometime. between 1 and 4
p.m., polio said:
Reported taken were coins. jewerly and two rifles, items valued at
around 52,0(X), police said.
Anyone with information concerning the crime is urged to call
the KSP at 856-3721.

*
Ben Chandler

Chandler sees state
politics worsening
due to slick TV ads,
special interests
By MARK COOPER
Murray L•dger & Times Stall Writer
Money and the evil that men do
have turned state politics into an
auction with candidates going to
the highest hidOer, usually to high paying lobbyists, accordlng to state
auditor candidate Ben Chandler.
Too many times goverment leaders are tempted to support those
with money instead of those who
they are supposed to represent. Le
said:
"In my opinioment arid
that matter • is for sale.- Clut:,.1ler said. "Something is 'A rune
you can get elected unless
sell your soul to power hrok,:rs
special interests
•
Chandler. the granis ,7 (,!
:
KeittickV-gov-etnot A.B'
Chandler, made his con:.
meeting of the Murra%
Thursday.
Chandlers criticism ol
'oration of state politics d
with those already 17'
included campaign
well.
"People today v
through slick TV 'ads.'.*That:s the oni.s way puf,,,,
varati cart_ get their messa.,'
across."
Worthy candidates • /:14 1
,succumb to special interc
or large contributions
invididuals are left he.
wealthier but perhapcandidates who ca:.
purchase- "sound bites- and
slick advertising. he said
"Candidates are packailec4, up hke
a loaf of bread and sold to us on
the evening news," Chandler .sal(l
Chandler suggested
•
solve some. of Kent:Icl,H.
system woes. includir_
amount of campaign
allowed by an individt:al
Limiting a candidate's morxy
would force candidates to meet on
common ground, he said.
Also, television stations and
other media could give free time to
each candidate to force discussion
of important issues, he said. Negative campaigning could also he
limited if candidates are forced to
appear publicly' with any negative
information about their opponents
instead of allowing the information'
to he broadcast through a
spokesperson.
Apathy about Kentucky politics
has reached "an all-time high"
because of a loss of faith in the
system, Chandler said.
"We need to stop electing leaders Whose main . interest is reelection instead ofdoing the right
thing." Chandler said. "We need to
put integrity' hack into leadership
and have the courage to do the
right thing and let the chips fa.11
where they may."

1

Mornings Are Fun
On

TAKE

0
())/0 OFF

IVNBS*1340
6-9 a.m.
Gary Powley & Chuck
Sheen
9-11 a.m.
Lon Sosh
Good Time Show

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5-30
Salon Hours
Mon.-Fri, 9-8
Sat, 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

LiConney

6 am -10 pm
Doily
&,staurant 12th & Sycamore

anth

United Way
It brings out the best

in all of us:"

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P M

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071

Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 1 1.
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available

=
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Costly race...

Ready to retail

Leaders...

(Cont'd from page I)
months. He spent $65,814, leaving
him with S906,930.
Dr. Floyd G. Poore has raised
$1.8 million. But he is outspending
the other candidates and had only
$631,000 left at the end of thc
year.
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On the Republican side, U.S.
Rep. Larry Hopkins reported last
o eckend that he has raised $1.1
million for the race during the last
two months of 1990.
Hopkins' money came from a
broad range of professional people,
including doctors, attorneys, health
care executives, contractors and
developers.
Still to enter the race is Lexington attorney Larry Forgy. Forgy
reportedly plans to accept no campaign contribution larger than
S300.
Candidates for governor in 1987
raised and spent $15.5 million, but
through 1986 had raised only about
$4 million.
The cost of this year's Democratic primary is being driven up by
the presence of a candidate backed
by the administration of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, and a formidable
Republican nominee.
Kentucky had the fifth most
expensive governor's race among
the 22 states that elected governors
between 1985-87, according to a
study by Thad Beyle, a political
scientist at the University of North
Carolina and an expert on the
governorship.
The cost amounted to $20 a vote
in the state.
"In this state, more than most, a
large proportion of the campaign
funds are raised from persons who
want to do business with the state
and believe that contributions are a
prerequisite," University of Kentucky political scientist Malcolm
Jewell said in a recent publication.
Martha Wilkinson continued to
r4ivc a considerable amount of
'money from people in industries
that do business with the state.
Thirty-six of her contributions during the three-month period came
from engineers or their spouses.
State engineering contracts are not
awarded on the basis of competitive bids.
Almost three-fifths of the 1,707
contributors to Hopkins' campaign
gave S300 or less.
Also giving were major corporations such as Humana, Ashland Oil
and Churchill Downs, or their top
officers.

Husband of woman
shot to death charged
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The husband of a Paducah
Woman is one of two men wanted
in connection with her shooting
death in December, according to a
published report.
A warrant for the arrest of
Michael Del Hale, 26, of Florida
was issued Thursday charging him
with first degree murder in the
shooting death of 52-year-old Nelda Mason Chumbler, according to
reports.
Her husband, Charles Aaron
Chumbler, 52, who was with her on
a McCracken County farm at the
time of the shooting, was arrested
and charged with complicity in the
murder.
Chumbler turned himself in to
McCracken County authorities
Thursday but Hale, who is in custody in Tampa. Fla. on burglary
charges that originated in
McCracken County, had not been
served with the warrant Thursday
afternoon, police said.
An investigation this week in
Tampa by two McCracken County
Sheriffs deputiesand a Kentucky
State Police detective led to Thursday's charges. according to the
report.
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SuperAmerica employee Nancy Smith greets Lora Allen Friday morning at the store's ne.. facilit at Five
Points. The store opened Thursday after rectinstruvtion of their site this fall. Super.% menu area manager
Charles 4. Besse Jr. is piciuredout right.

U.N. leader to offer Kuwaiti pullout
By LAURA KING
Assoclgtod Press Writer

The U.N. secretary-general, setting off on a peace mission, will
propose a U.N.-supervised Iraqi
pullout from Kuwait, diplomats
said Thursday. But if lt comes to
war, President Bush said, there are
"values worth fighting for." ,
Five days before the U.N. deadline for __Iraq. to give. up We 'mime
or face possible war, peace efforts
intensified but pessimism was
growing in many quarters.
Diplomats from an array of
nations were leaving Baghdad, and
hundreds of U.N. employees were
fleeing the Middle East. The White
House urged all Americans, including journalists, to leave Iraq.
"Everyone is concerned about
time running out," said White
House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater.
From around the world, there
were expressions of disappointment
Thursday at the impasse reached at
U.S.-Iraqi talks in Geneva a day
earlier. In the face of that failure.
other peace efforts redoubled.
France said it would pursue its
own initiatives. Its defense minister, Jean-Pierre Chevenement,
urged the United States to make "a
little gesture" in support of an
international Mideast peace conference. Iraq has repeatedly tried to
directly tie such talks to resolving'
the Persian Gulf crisis; the United
States has rejected any such
linkage.
Iraq vowed if there is war, it will
be victorious.
'The price which Bush will pay
is not only the U.S. defeat and the
ss of U.S. strategic interests, but
ers of Americans' blood," said
1-Thawra, the newspaper of Iraq's
ruling Baath Arab Socialist Party.
U.N. spokeswoman Nadia
Younes said late Thursday that
U.N. chief Perez de Cuellar would
be flying first to Paris instead of

Ciii
Geneva, as announced earlier, for
unspecified "security masons." He
'rider the plan. the U.S.-,led forwas to arrive in Paris on Friday.
could complete their own pullFrench Foreign Minister Roland
out after the Iraqi withdrawal, and
the Kuwaiti government would he
Dumas will meet Perez de Cuelr
there, and the two will travel to restored. The withdrawal of the
Geneva to meet with other Eco- entrehLhed 'Iraq, troops would- take
weeks, perhaps months, diplomats
nomic Community foreign minissaid, speaking privately.
ters.'
Neither they nor the U.N. press
diplomaLs have privately
department could confirm whether
conli!mcd that their government
French President 'Francs Mitterde wittihg to.resurnc We
rand would also meet the U.N. negotiations with - Iraq over oil.
chief, but diplomats said they
money and territory that broke off
would not be surprised if such a
rtli the invasion. Diplomats said
meeting occurred.
they thought Perez de Cuellar
He is sch&tiled to talk to Iraqi
would propose binding arbitration
officials on Saturday. He told 'on the issues. perhaps under - a L
reporters at U.N. headquarters
arbiter.
Thursday it was 'difficult to say"
The diplomats also said it .
whether war could be headed off. assumed that when the PersL:i,
Perez de Cuellar's proposal calls
Gulf crisis is over, pressure will
for a U.N. force to monitor a
mount for diplomatic solutions to
phased withdrawal of Iraqi forces 'other longstanding .Middle East
from Kuwait and the Multinational
problems, such as the Arab-Israeliforce from Saudi Arabia, and to dispute and the Palestinian
establish a buffer zone between question.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Kim Nelson, D-Madisonville,'
who had been the other likely
choice for the agriculture committee, was appointed vice chairman
and chairman of the Counties and
Special 'Districts Committee.
The natural resources committee
slot opened when Greg Higdon, DFancy Farm, was selected to a
leadership post as majority whip.
The fiewty., combined Judiciary
Committee will be chaired by Kel-,
sey Friend, D-Pikeville. Former
criminal committee chief Ed
O'Daniel was defeated for reelection.
Tim Shaughnessy, D-Louisville.
will chair the Labor and Industry
Committee, replacing Bradley.
The Chairmanships Of the other
standing committees were
unchanged.
Chairmen for the coming two
years will be: Appropriations and
Revenue, Mike Moloney, L)Lexington, Banking and Insurance.
Pat McCuiston, D-Pembroke; Business Organizations and Professions,
DaYid LeMaster. D-Paintsville;
Cities, Danny Meyer, D-Louisville.
Also. Economic!Development
and Tourism, Bill Quinlan, D.
Louisville. Health and Welfare.
Benny Ray Bailey, Di-lint:man
Transportation, Woody May. D
West Liberty.
stand,ng
Here Is Ine mernher.F.Ip
ind:c.:cs .14.7
.ce. of Inc Kentucky Senile
an, (y.) Indicates vice 0:Erman
Agriculture and Natural Resources tOrI
K
Nelson fvo, Border..
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••
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straight.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You

School board...
(Cont'd from page I)
media and not a utility, according
to Orr, who pointed out that satellite users in the district would be
immune to the tax.
The issue of ..cable as a utility is
expected to be decided by the U.S.
Supreme Court this spring, according to Orr, who had urged the
board to continue their "wait and
see" attitude.
"We will meet the letter of the
law (concerning the tax) but we
would hate to see it overturned,"
according to Orr.
Jones said the board decided to
go ahead with the tax after an opinion issued Oct. 5 by Attorney General Fred Cowan supported the
action. Orr said other cable companies

around the stale have filed suit
against their local school hoards
concerning the issue.
Murray Cahlevision officials are
"reviewing our options" concerning
litigation. Orr said, but added that
the company is happy with the
board's attitude.
"The school board really doesn't
have the demeanor to demand that
the tax be applied right away," Orr
said. "They feel that they have to
do it to comply with state la's,.
In other business, Sid Easley
replaced Doris Cella as board
chairperson and Sally Alexander
replaced outgoing member Tommy
Rushing as vice-chairperson.
The board honored outgoing
board members Rushing and Vernon Gantt ;teith embossed resolutions of appreciation. New board.
members Hollis Clark and Van
Haverstock were welcomed on
board.

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0499

January
111
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Paducah man jailed
after allegedly
making obscene calls

FREE
Mounting and Balancing
with purchase of tires.

Randall J. Evans, 30, of 8730
Old- Cairo Road, Paducah, was
arrested and charged in Mayfield
Tuesday of terroristic threatening
and harrassing communications
after allegedly making obscene and
threatening phone calls to local
residents.
Evans was arrested after police
traced a call that Evans made from
a local motel.
Mayfield Police said the department received about 30 complaints
concerning harassing and obscene
calls before and after Evan's arrest.
Evans was jailed in Graves
County on a S5,000 bond, police
said.
The trace was made after a
woman's boyfriend contacted
police about an obscene call that
she was receiving. The telephone
company traced the call while the
woman kept the caller on the line.
police said.

215-70-14 Firestone White Lettered

'57

205-75-15 Firestone ATX White Lettered

$60

31-1050-15 General Grabber - Black

$85

235-85-16 BF Goodrich Blems

$75

20°o off

215-85-16 BF Goodrich Blems

$70

•
i
Sale prices effective through
Saturday. January 26th

( Good selection of used white lettered tires! )

HOLLAND
TIRE CO.

Hours: Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606

•Ns
•'
'Mr
* Z
k.

THE GREAT PERM SALE
CONTINUES

11111

JCPenne
Styling

ryi

No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6,'Sun. 1-5
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'Weekend Warrior'
poem honors soldiers

Bill Armstrong for president

- Come to Washington. as so
Many tourists do, and you, will see
no skyline of smokestacks. no fac,Editor's ..sote The tollow mg poem was recently submitted for publicatories turning out 'goods to be sold
!fon We proudly print it in honor of all those who serve ou0 country
in stores. Washington's largest propower, is intangible.
ject.
‘‘eekend 11arrior
Many spend millions pursuir
,the power- of elective office, and
,
few walk av.ay from its siren call
.47.710: sei
voters or scandal remove.
them. That is why it: is remarkable
that no man in the prime of his
political - and. at 53, physical life
would choose to lay it all down and
return to his business. •
That is what the now former
senior senator. from Colorado. Bill
Armstrong. has done. Armstrong
walked away from a certain third
term because he believes in a "citizen -legislator." not a professional
political class. - But I believe hs
leaving Washington. Armstrong
may be uniquely positioned to seek
the GOP presidential nomination.
Should. President Bush falter
Mmause of the economic downturn
or I,tr,:Ylh,
'"g less than vktory oser
Iraq. Armstrong could he asailable
(-)92 Should Bush in the war
and the next election. Armstrong
cod run in 196.
Parh,ips Armstrong's greatest of
jrtues is that he knows what
mnieves and wha he believes it.
magaime woultd never pie tare him as two-faced, as it did
Bash in- its "Men, of the Year"

Letters to the Editor

Desert Shield soldier seeks
local pen pal correspondence
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
ka.an A(.0octs. Han,
Ten years ago
n Wratner, Vbaa,
rm. _
iY117".' Fttritt—tlac—t5eefl--M.,-r,* Stale LhaverRafe Jones, Mrs Price Li
and 'Mrs Joe R. Bei; Foreman Graham. '+.1sav ro.
ahe'r kl• 6 MJ7-aa• in memoryRoherts Mrs Fred Conga.,
Mrs Be ,-rar' f4:-.her . the
Carr Leon (;rogan and
Timirre,
were named to CaMiaaa (
Patr, . A ,Rohinsor. and Steven
Civii War Centenma: ann
:
L M t- ( smn were •
to plan for observa•
_f- -st Baptist
2:
•birthday of Civa
Poaan reported Include a boy to
Darre; and 1C);:e Gasson Dec 13
Dr W..!.s Johnson .1 4S initiatiad
Mrs. Juror Parra
_
r M-mav co.
a ad Mrs. Homer(
%Ir. and Mrs. Thomas Kendall and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Chris:
ene CriariM
Fuqua.
Ttsenty years ago
Forty years ago
David H. Lassiter. son of. Mr.
Murray State College Chom,
and M- W D Lassiter:and Hal E.
present...a ..C.arltatL ."Stabiat
Nance, son of Mrs Joe W Smith MEE: on Jan. 14 at 3 P.m. in
and Paachail Nance. entered the
in December. They are Recital Hall of Fine Arts Building,
MSC.
...al
boot training at U S
Mike Stranak and E.B. Linn
Training Center at Great Lakes. Ii.
attended
a Dairy Queen convention
Wilson Gantt. dean of adrnisrecently
in Chicago. III,
held
University,
State
sins. at Murray
In high school basketball games.
has begun serving a 21/2 year term
as a member of Natir)nal ACT Lynn Grove beat Kirksey. Almo
Corporation
beat Vo'ingo. Hardin beat New ConNorman Chaney, Lyman Dixon cord, and Benton beat Murray
and Ronald Pace had,high indivi- High. High team scorers were Milldual series (SC) yr' Kentucky Lake er for Lynn Grove, Johnson for
Men's Bowling League at Corvette Kirksey. Lockhart for Alm°.
Wiman for Wingo. Gardner for
Lanes last wk
Hardin. Rowland for New Concord,'
Thirty years ago
Brown Tucker. Manning Stew - Thompson for Benton and King for
art, John Waters, W.4 Carter. Murray High.

By Cal
Thomas

rill

appeals :o the
growing number of voters who
behest: that the terms of public
officials should be limited. His vast
experience in state government (he
served in the Colorado House and
Senatei. his three terms in the U.S.
House of Representatives and two
:n the U.S. Senate places him at the
top of the list of those with the
skill and know-how to make government A ork '
Armstrong's economic knowledge would be important in returning the nation to a sound financial
tooting He has run a business. so
his ideas are more than theories.
He sersed on the Senate budget
and linanee committees. Politically.
he knows the difference between
dreams and anainahle goals and
haw to maintain principles and
pragmatism Twice he was elected
chairman of the Senate Republican
Poliav Committee
I.ammaa„Annorong

Armstrong has no need to wrap
himself in the flag He lives what- it
mina, hr He mansored a COr.‘,11-

make money and have' tub. But he
could be a valuable resource to the
GOP and to the nation.
Armstrong should emulate
Ronald Reagan's strategy follow ing his two terms as governor of
California. tie should speak, travel
and write op-ed pieces for influential newspapers, addressing a vanety of issues. He should launch a
syndicated radio commentary. lie
should also write a book in which
he offers his ,vision for the rest ot
the 1990s and the . 21st eentiav
Then, if circumstances dictate, he
will be positioned to seek the
presidency.
Armstrong says he isn't Nall:,
interested right now, hut as 1(111;1
Keats observed in a poem: "-Fame.
like a waysvard girl, will still ha
coy/ To those who woo her with
too slavish knees./But makes 1.1r render to some ,thoughtless
boy/And dotes the more upon a
heart at ease/Make your hest hoa
to her and bid adieuaThen. if she
likes it, she will ftillow you."
Bill Armstrong is a man the ('olorado Springs neispaper mailed
"not your typical politician. He is a
fundamentally honest and yin cipled man who., while active in
politics for most of his adult lite.
has never been -captured
the
political process." Not a had ci pi
politiaal
taph for one who became a • for
mer" senator on Jan. 3. Not a haa
platform on which to run for P1e1!dent of the United States

1991, EEK!It's only 11 years to 20029
said Slats
it.....erable year.
s:iy that It jus-t

3_17

tt.u:,,,-r I can tell a had
year wher. I see it. I can feel it in
v o:nts. Did sou notice 1991 is
the same backssard as -it is
‘A.wrv.ar.!
So •-•
it's :he only year that
happens in thia. whole -centura% It's
got to he some kind of bad omen or
a jinx. Last time that ripened was
:
President Garfield got shot
.11 nearile eat smallpox."
,
ye of
"Masbe.. t maa Aunt Wanda.
told tortanes, she
the a'always said Mat anything that's the
f,-074..arL!

ord
,ame bacikaard
ar.

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

tutional amendment to require a
balanced federal budget, helped
guide a cost-cutting welfare reform
law that President Reagan signed.
strongly advocated human rights at
a time when the Bush Administration has been snuggling up to China and other dictatorial regimes.
backedreligit(h)ues
stieosf atnhde
rights
championed
unborn. He is one of the few conSerVativeS who is well thought of
for his environmental record.
In the midst of success, Armstrong remains humble. A call to his
the week before he left the
Senate, found him not on the party
circuit but sitting in front of the TV
set eating holiday leftovers with his
wife. Staffers tell of numerous
occasions when he piled them into
his 1973 Pontiac and headed out in
search of Mexican food or pizza
and ice cream. Like Reagan, Armstrong would be the candidate of
Middle America and an advocate of
its moral and family values,
Armstrong's resonant baritone
voice (he has been a radio broadcaster and owns two TV stations)
commands the attention of all Who
hear him. But it is the substance of
what he says. not the way he says
it, that causes people to pay
attention.
all1
,irk
n:
s.e
torsiahlsfriiia
poN
litt'icaslP4pPeci
have
rs'PeSen
di
his public record and private Character. He denies many ambitiams
beyond these three: love God,

See ' I am proves I'm right My
Arid my mom
.ah was the worst
me ever t .
Namsensta For a.. we know,
1991 , mat he a wonderful year.
a ay is everybody so
saared
1_7. d:k. the
threat of war
makes people apprehensive. But
still the possibility of a
solution, in which case
-sill stop being afraid
trma won't, because there's
other :farms for them

ROYKO
SAYS
By Mike
Royko
be afraid of. the murder rate is
way up. And the' economy is way
down, except for people who sell
guns to street. gangs. Their economy must be good. Do they trade
in Uzi annunition futures on. the
commodities exchange? A guy
could make a bundle.. I don't think so. Since you mention, the economaa President Bush
says it could begin snapping back
by summer.
"And you're gonna grow hair by
summer. YDLI ever see a big barge
change directions'? It ain't a little
yuppie car. It has to slow way
don. Then it stops. And it lumbers around and takes half the day
to get going :again. Like my wife
when I ask her to get me a beer."
This country has been through an.
economic downturn before, and the
people have always shown spunk.
"Yeah? When was the last time
we had this many' S&L's go belly
up? And now it's starting with the
regular banks. Poor John
ftlanee.r

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

winlY
MRCP 102111211! lritl,1?UMW
f LE.10.1

LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP
Here are Thursday's win.' •
numbers selected by the F._
1-:
Lottery P.,.0(

has Dillinger got to do
with
N4liatt?
"He heists a few' banks for a few
grand and the G-men spray'em
with 10 pounds of lead. Now we
got guys who steal 10 million times
as much as Dillinger ever did, but
senators write character references
for 'em. My Uncle Frank as right
about banks."
What did he say?
"He said there ought to be law
that all bank Vaults are made out of
clear, bulletproof plastic, so's you
can go in any time and make sure
your money is still there, like when
you look at newborn babies."
They. can't do that. They have to
lend the money out to make a pro.
fit on it.
"Sure, but who do they lend my
savings to? Right now. I got a new
worth of about $258.65. That
means I'm in better shape than
Donald Trump, because he's got a
net worth of minus a few hundred
million. If I walk in a bank and ask'
for a loan, they'll have some doc
with a rubber glove check me out.
`But every time Trump misses a
_payent, they threw more millions at
him. That's why the Mafia has the
right idea."
The Mafia?
"Sure, you miss a payment and
they whack you on the shins with a
hat and dangle you out a window
by, your feet. Right from the start.
if they would have whacked Trump
on the shins and dangled him out
the window, he v.,paildn't have
turned into such a deadbeat."
You don't understand economics. The banks believe that they'll
lose less by propping him up, than
by shutting him down.
"Then why didn't they just put
Dillinger on the payroll? And.
• beside the banks. -hread that-iome • •
insurance companies and pension
plans that messed with the junk
bonds are gonna be in trouble, so
that means that a lot of people are
going to lose their nest eggs. Hoover said a chicken in every pot. Now
some people won't even have an
egg.."
You're becoming a terrible
alarmist.

You bet I am. Oar car :ompa
ims are going to shut down plains
and lay thousands of people of
But in Japan, they're 'building more
auto plants and _haring people
because they gam-he cash. That's
why- I'm going to might school.To study the automobile trade.'
"No. to learn how- to make those
dwarfy hole trees. Maybe they '1.
give me a job as a gardener"
I'm glad everybody isn't as fearful as you..
"They're not'? Listen, you know
what Americans are scared 01
most?"
That their TV sets will conk out
during the Super Bowl'?
"No, they're scared of each
other. Look what happened in,California with their new gun law.
Everybody with one of those
assault blasters was supposed to
-register. But out of 300,000 people
who own them, about 98 percent
said forget it. They're worried that
they'll rose -their -guns. You know
A hy they want to keep those
guns?"
To slay squirrels?
"No, because they read about the
crazy street gangs shooting up
whole neighborhoods, and the FBI
expert who says we're going to
have wars in the cities by the end
of the decade, and loonies with
shotguns who take $15 from a
7-Eleven and shoot the clark
because he's out of Twinkles. You
know how old-timers used to say:
'Hey. I remember the days when I
could go . to sleep and leave my
door unlocked.' In a few years,
people arc going to be saying:'
remember the good old days when
I used to just lock my door with a
key, a deadbolt and a chain and go
.to . bed,,Now I. got. to. actiValc, the ..
burglar alarm, put a pistol under
my pillow and tell my wife to take
the shotgun and stand the first
watch."
Isn't there anything about 1991
you're not afraid of?
"Yeah, my TVA set conking out
during the Super Bowl. I got 4spare."
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Today is Friday, Jan. 11, the llth day of 1991. There are 354 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 11, 1913, the first sedan-type automobile, a Hudson, went on
display at the 13th Automobile Show in New York.
On this date:
In 1757, the first secretary of the U.S. Treasury — Alexander Hamilton
— was born in the West Indies.
In 1805, the Michigan Territory was created.
One year ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. torbachev visited Lithuania,
where he sought to assure supporters of independence that they would
hive a say in their republic's future.
Today's Birthdays: Actress-director Eva Lc Gallienne is 92. TV producer Grant Tinker is 65. Producer David L. Wolper is 63. Actor Rod
Taylor is 62. Country singer Naomi Judd is 45. Golfer Ben Crenshaw is
39.
Thought for Today: "If you are ruled by' mind you arc a king; if by
body. a slave." — Cato, Roman statesman and historian (234 B.C.-149
B.C.)
•

•
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Record rainy December
caps unusua4 wet 1990
Rainfall across the Tennessee Valley in 1990 was above average for the
second consecutive year and was
capped by record-setting rainfall during December.
Average rainfall last year totaled
56.2 inches, which is 4.82 incheS
above normal. Rainfall during 1989
totaled 60.8 inches -- almost 10 inches
above normal. The normal amount of
rainfall for a year is about 51 inches.
During December rainfall across
the valley set a new December record
with an average 11.10 inches of rain.
Rainfall west of Chattanooga, Tennessee,set a ne-wrccordfor any month
with 44.53 inches.
A major flood control operation
was implemented throughout the
TVA Reservoir System in late December as a slow moving MOM

Chow time

A live, national, Town Meeting on
The Gulf will be heard on 91.3,
WKMS-FM,starting at 11 a.m., Tuesday, Jan. 15, the date set by the United
Nations for Iraqi withdrawal from
Kuwait. WKMS News Director Anita
Bugg has announced that National
Public Radio's Robert Siegel will host
the program and will be joined by
senior news analyst Daniel Schorr.
WKMS will interrupt its regular programs, Daytime Classics and Performance Today, to provide this special
news event with the underwriting
support of Parker Ford of Murray.
Town Meeting on The Gulf will
originate from the Dorothy Betts
Marvin Theater on the campus of The
George Washington University in
.downtown Washington,,, D.C.. National Public Radio intends to include
members of Congress and former
professional diplomats on the panel.
National Public Radio has invited
members of interested grass rixils and
national organizations to participate

Dr. Alice Koenecke, who retired to 1983, she was departmental
from the home economics faculty at chairman.
Murray State University in 1988, was
Mrs. Koenecke was inducted int()
honored recently when a fellowship in Kappa Omicron-Phi in 1957 and has
her name was established by Kappa been an active member through the
Omicron Nu home economics honor years since. She served four years
society.
(1978-82) as national council
.The Kappa Omicron Phi-Alice president.
Koenecke Named Fellowship was
"Through her influence: many stuannounced by Tisha Morris of Almo, dents worked hard to achieve the
president of the Alpha Sigma chapter standards required for membership in
of Kappa Omicron Nu, at a recent the honor society," said Dr. Ter:
chapter meeting.
'Walters, assistant professor of home
Mrs. Koenecke was the guest of economics and adviser to the loca
honor at a reception following the chapter of Kappa Omicron Nu
meeting.
Kappa Omicron Phi recenti!,
She served on the faculty in the
Department of Home Economics at merged with „Omicron Nu, another
Murray State from 1960 to 1965 and honor society in home economics, ti)
again from 1969 until her retirement form what is now known as Kapp.:
in 1988. During the period from 1969 Omicron Nu.

Former Calloway Countian Major Darrell E. Crawford has been serving
in Operation Desert Shield in Saudi Arabia since Sept. 15. He is the son of
Mr.and !vIrs. I.E.Crawford and the grandson of Mary Es ins Crawford,all
of Murray. Crawford writes that he has enjoyed 0* many packages and
letters he has receised from family, friends, and local churches and
students. A 1971 graduate of Calloway County High School, he recently
receised more than 100 letters from students there. Ile is also a 1976
graduate of the C.S. Military Academy at West Point, N.Y. Crawford is a
Blackhawk helicopter pilot with the 101st Airborne, Fort Campbell, and
serves as executive officer for the 4-101st As iation Battalion. Ile and his
wife, Anne,and their three children, Rebecca, Elizabeth, and Brian, make
•••• • •
their home' in Clarksville; Tenn.

as members of the audience and to ask
questions of panelists. Groups invited
include activists from the Republican
and Democratic parties, veterans organizations, anti-war groups, civil
rights groups, religious leaders and
academicians.
Listeners Will also be . invited to
participate with telephone calls. National Public Radio will not release
SBA seminar set for Jan. 17 at MSU
the phone line number until the
program goes on the air. Town Meet
Specific areas to be -discussed im
A seminar for personsinterested in
ing is scheduled to air inn 11 a.m. to applying for a U.S. Small Business elude operating statement requireI or 2 p.m., as events warrant. .; Administration (SBA) guaranteed
ments, collateral- requirements, perFor more information on this spe- loan to start a new business or expand
sonal history and background. amorti
cial news event or other WKMS
zation (repayment) schedues. proan existing one is scheduled at Murray
programs, call (502) 762-4395. State University on Thursday everi
‘forma (projected) operatii'.•„2... stateWKMS-FM broadcasts with 100,000 ing, Jan. 17.
ments. company hi story am; a:ialsls,
Watts of power from studios located
and •management kno..AIL:4e and
Titled "SBA Loans: Everything
on WC CaMPl15.9f MUttay St3te_Uoi- . You • Need, to„ Kticisy; the_seminar, c.x pert stt
vefsity:. The 'Station is funded by
from 6:30 to 9 n:m. in Room 254- of
The seminar fee is 55 per perso:i
listeners, underwriters, the Corporathe Business Building will be conAnyone who wishes to pre-reg ste.r
tion for Public Broadcasting, and
ducted by Ed Davis, district director
Murray State University. Contribuof the Murray Suite University Small or obtain additional intbrmation may
tors receive bi-monthly listening
Center call the SBDC office at Murray State,
Development
Business
at '762-2856..
guides.
(SBDC).

Burnette taking
steps to stay free
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Agriculture Commissioner Ward
'Butch- Burnette is taking extraordinary steps to remain out of jail
while fighting to get a new trial or
his theft conviction thrown out.
Meanwhile, the time left for Burnette to remain free may be growing shorter.
Franklin Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton said Thursday
he would likely file a motion today
to have Burneue's bond revoked
and begin Servi-ng his sentence.
That motion is likely to go before a
judge on Jan. 18.
Burnette was given a year in
prison and. fined $1.500 for theft.
He was found _guilty in Franklin
Circuit Court of placing a women
on the Agriculture Department payroll before she actually began
working.

Martha Wilkinson
raises over $2.5M

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
He who excuses himself accuses
himself."
- Gabriel Meurier

E'r.)813Y Air)4FF

NoW111
•Q 7
•
•,
•K Q
4 A K I•0 9 6
EAST
• '2

South had his excuses ready after WEST
he lost today's challenging game 46 .1 9 5 3
•7 4
"All I needed was to find one of two •Q .1 9 8 6
•A
cards in the right place" was his •4 3
•
-44 7-4 •
coWicaa i nt. iifiCe`tboe bd.&'it 1:1 452
in favor of success SOt TIII
•K- 10 8 6
Ile was right about the odds, he
II K in
was wrong about his plan He
• in 7 .5
missed- his- shot at a 100 percent
4 Q rr,
chance
South won his heart king and led a Vulnerable Roth
diam-ond to dummy's queen and Dealer North
East's ace A heart return estab- The.bidding
South
lished West's suit, and it was now or North East
Pass
1•
1•
never in the diamond suit. South
;
Pass
took the finesse, which lost to-East's 2 4
()perm-1g le,ei Hear?
Jack. and the defense collected
three hearts. tWd.dianionds-'and -a-BlD WITH THE ‘r I
spade for two down Where did
South miss his sure chance'
South holds
At trick two South should cross to
•.1 5 :t
dummy in clubs to lead a low spade
V r,,( .1 9 8
toward his K-b If East plays his
•4 3
ace. South gets two spades, five
•5 2
clubs and two hearts. If East ducks
South wins his king and switches to North South
a diamond to guarantee his ninth 1 •
trick.
ANSWER: Two ,padt•-. N0 1 moo n
What if West had captured high cards hut the rai,o, ju,titi..d
South's spade king? It wouldn't have if only to try to keep :0-0el,r,pi•nen0,mattered West could not continue frorn cornpet(ng
to attack in hearts, and if he returned a spade to establish two ',end brAgo 4ut12 0,1 14.111,1• 14.4.
more spade winners. South would Anniped
,••,;..
still have had his nine tricks

( ALL

•

DONALD A. JONES
ATTORNEY AT 1,A‘A,
Practice Concentrating In Personal Injur‘v & Worker's
NO . CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT

ump.

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
1111S IS AN ADVERTISEMENT RFS II ("K
- SPECIALTIES 01. 1 LCA1._

C
Members of an advisory committee for the community counseling program at Murray State Unilersity met
recently to discuss the program's curriculum with Dr. Ben Humphreys (right), MSU professor of guidance and
counseling. Pictured with Dr. Humphreys are(seated,from left) Sharon Alexander, Darlis Goldberg, RonSonlyn
Colston, Nan Rose;(standing) John Dale and Larry Purcell. Not pictured is committee member Maxine Tripp.

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) -- First
lady Martha Wilkinson has raised
more than $2.5 million in her
Democratic campaign for governor,
Theseven members of the advisory ticing counselors from a variety of Paducah; Larry Purcell. substance
according to a finance report filed
abuse counselor at the Laurel Center
committee for Murray State Univer- fields. Members of the committee are
Thursday.
Parkway Regional. Hospital .in
of
substance
'abuse
Alexander,
Sharon
sity's Community Counseling ProgHer campaign committee began
Nan Rose of Benton. hospice
Fulton;
counselor for the student assistance
the new year with 52.1 Million still ram met recently to review the
program counselor at Murray-CalIo
county;--RonChristi-anprovam-in
..........
Ktk41-•• .
in The frank;•the re.port• art.
" - yrn1ny}tospirahiiT Murray,-arid
COI........
'SOnlyn
Students
enrolled
in
the
program
in
Finance
Election
of
Registry
tucky
Maxine Tripp, program director of
the Department of Educational Lead- counselor at Western State Hospital in
showed.
Hall in Hopkinsville.
Cumberland
and
pastoral
John
Dale,
Hopkinsville;
ership and Counseling take 60 hours
The Martha S. Wilkinson for
about the cominformation
For
minister
of
and
dotinselor
community
Governor Committee took in credit leading to an educational speconvict
program
courteling
munity
Christ in
$447,630 in the quarter that ended cialist degree. The program is accre- Glendale Road Church of
Stlite,
Murray
Holcomb
at
Tom
Dr.
substance
Goldberg,
Murray; Darlis
Dec. 31, pushing its total to dited by the Council for Accreditation
762-2795.
(502)
Hospital
in
Charter
counselor
at
abuse
$2,551,327, the report showed. The of Counseling and Related Educacommittee has spent $250,831 dur-.__ [tonal _Programs and.isthe only suching the quarter and S394,477 in all. accredited counseling program in
The report showed $336,008 colt: Kentucky.
lected in six fund-raisers in ---ThCCOMITtlIntry C011115Cling advisory committee consists of seven pracNovember and December.

CCP's advisory committee meets

354 days left
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ice maker
•Folding wine chiller rack
•Fietreshment center dispenses ice
and cold water through the door
.4 adjustable tempered glass shelves
•Van temp drawer
.2 extra deep freezer door shelves
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We Service What We Sell!

s 92. TV proi3. Actor Rod
n Crenshaw is

6

a.m.-10 pm

Daily
rt
,Re5taurant 12ttl & Sycamore

LAV* iX)i5 \* * ( t

We Want To Be
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat & Sun
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fn - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 1 1 :30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m. - Only $3.95
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Available

Inserts are more effective
Consumers prefer getting freestanding coupon inserts and advertising circulars in the newspaper
over getting them in the mailbox.
That's a finding in a recent survey
by Southern Opinion Research
Of those polled, 63 percent said
they preferred to receive advertising inserts in newspapers. Only 19
percent preferred mail advertising.
More than half of the respondents said they got most of the
coupons they use from newspapers.
Shoppers, direct mail and magazines were among lesser used sources.
Fifty-six percent said they seek
out newspaper advertising when
preparing to shop for groceries; 12
percent said they look at shoppers;
six percent, direct mail; one percent, magazines, and 11 percent,
other sources.
More than half indicated they are
more likely to throw away an
advertising circular without read-

ing it if It comes ill the mad:
contrasted with only 15 percent
who get the circular in the newspaper.
Newspaper advertisements still
remain the most believable of all
media, according
Newspaper ads were rated most
credible by the highest percentage
of those surveyed - 36 percent.
Other credibility ratings were:
television, 28 percent; mailed ads,
eight percent; magazines, five percent; radio, four percent; no answer, nine percent
The survey also reinforced the
relation of newspaper readership to
higher income/education. Eightysix percent of those with more than
a high school education said they
regularly read a newspaper. Of
those with incomes between
$40,000 and $50,000, 94 percent
regularly read a newspaper, and 95
percent of those with incomes of
more than $50,000 read newspapers.

Underwood Appliance
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

•

INJURED'?

18.1 Cu. FT. NO-FROST
ENERGY-SAVING
REFRIGERATOR

a king; if by
(234 B.C.-149
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Koenecke honored
with MSU fellowship

spread across the region.
"The storm system caused widespread flooding on unregulated
streams and caused record-breaking
water flows in some areas," said TVA
Manager of Water Resources Ralph
Brooks. "The intensity of the rainfall
and water runoff required TVA operations at Wheeler Dam to increase
water releases from 22,000 cubic feet
per second to more. than 320,000
cubic feet per second in less than 24
hours."
TVA flood control operations
helped save an estimated $18.3 million in flood damages at Chattanooga,
and also helped save a combined
estimated total of $8.5 million in flood
damages at Shelbyville and Fayetteville, Brooks said.

WKMS to air live radio
Gulf Crisis call-in forum
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Hwy. 641 North

Village Shopping Center
JEWELERS

(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)
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Jo Burkteri, editor

Guatley and Garland wedding Jan. 26 Elliott and Cain wedding to be Feb. 2
Susan LaNette Elliott and John
Marcom Cain, both of Jackson,
Tenn., will be married on Saturday
Feb. 2.
The vows will be solemnized at
First Baptist Church. Jackson.
Friends and family are invited.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. R.G. Elliott of
Jackson.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Helen Arrington of Blandyille and
the late Lonnie Arrington, and of
Mrs.' Ruby Ethel Elliott of Calvert
City and the late Duke Elliott.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Marcom Cain of
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Artie
Cain of Brownsville, Tenn., and
the late Everett Cain, and of Mrs.
Elizabeth Walker of Paducah and
the late John R. Walker.
Miss Elliott.. isa 1982 graduate
of Old Hickory Academy and
received a bachelor's degree in
Ma-Ragement/Marketing from
Union University, Jackson. While
in college she was a member of
Alpha Delta Pi sorority. She is
director of marketing at Union
Planters National Bank. Jackson.
. Mr. Cain_ is a graduate of..
Covington High School. Fie
attended the University of Tennessee at Martin and graduated from
the University' of Tennessee at
Memphis. with a doctorate degree
in .pharmacy. In college he was a
member of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity. He is a pharmacist for
FICA Regional Hospital. Jackson.

1 hc approaching rnamage ot
Miss Belinda Jean Goatle and
Donnie Joe Garland has been
announced.
Miss Goatley is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Goatleyof Rt.
2, Mayfield.
Mr. Garland is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Bobby Garland of Rt. 1,
Benton.
The
is a 198'1 gradutc
of Fancy Farm 'High School.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
South Marshall High School. He is
employed by Lassiter Plaster Co.
Inc. of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. Jan. 26. at
4:30 p.m. in the cafeteria at Fancy
Farm.
A reception will follow the
CetCMOrt),.

Belinda Jean Goatleti and
Donnie Joe -Garland to triarrti

Strict diet may help irritable colon
----Sy-Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I suffer from
spastic colon While I m on Lornotil
and Anaspaz. the combination doesn t
seem to help completely I originally
moved my bowels seven to 14 times
per day however during the last 20
years. this has decreased to about
three to five movements per day
Does the movement of small, marblelike feces indicate the presence of 'a
problem 1 should pursue'
DEAR READER In my opinion
the nature of your bowel movements
is not as important as their chronic
frequency Evidently the contents of
your intestine move through the bowel too quickly. resulting in frequent
evacuations Anti-diarrheal agents
such as Lomotil and anti-spasmodics
such as Anaspaz ,hyoscyaminel may
help but I suspect you II continue to
have problems until the cause of this
-rapid transit- is discovered
Spastic bowel • irritable colon, is a
diagnosis of exclusion meaning that
Other conditions have to be ruled out
before the diagnosis is established
..For example_ you should have a stool
analysis for infection or parasites a
sikmoidoshopic examination to look
for polyps or inflammation and a
complete blood analysis to`make sure
'you don t'have another affliction. such
as pancreatic deficiency or hyperthy-

roidism to explain your frequent
stools .
If everything checks out you may
be helped by a strict diet ,no roughage. beans or cabbage. Metamucil
stool-bulking agent, stress counseling
+because emotional upset can worsen
irritable colon, and other, more effective anti-spasmodics. such as propantheline In some cases hypnosis or
biofeedback may be useful in controlling symptoms
Irritable colon is a common disorder that does not cause ill-health It is
a nuisance to its sufferers not only
because of bowel frequency but also
becau.se of the gas bloating and abdominal discomfort If your doctor
cannot control your symptoms using
the methods I described ask for a referral to a gastroenterologist who
may be able to offer further ads ice
To give you more information I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 with their names
and addresses to PO Box 91369
Cleveland OH 44101-3369 he sure to
mention the tit le
DEAR DR f;OTT- With the slightest bump or scrape on my arms or
hands the blood vessels rupture and I
end up with ugly bruises Is there
thing I can do sut h. as modifying
diet to strengthen the walls of the

blood vessels I am currently taking
1'2 aspirin. Norpace and Cardiz.ern
DEAR READER The aspirin may
be the.hulprit This drug slows bloodclotting and can lead to easy bruising
Ask your doctor about this because
the problem you describe could also
be caused by other clotting disorders,
such as leukemia and liver dikase 1
assume your doctor has suggested aspirin to reduce the risk of heart attack
or stroke If wit, you may, wish to discontinue the aspirin
Norpace idisopyramidep. which is
used to regulate the heartbeat. and
Cardizem idiltiazerm. for angina and
hypertension. have not been reported
to cause clotting deficiencies, although both are associated with patechiae +tiny bruises in a small number
of cases
< trir
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Once again the people of the lccommunity have shown their
,ncern for their neighbors.
William J. (Bill) McCallon, 26,
of Rt. 7, Murray, died in a trag
truck accident on Dec. 16.
He worked for Dean Foods but
also had cattle and worked with his
parents. Clifton' and Anita McCalIon, in farming. His young son is
Lucas McCallon.
For a period after his death,
neighbors and friends took care of
the cattle as to moving, etc. for the
McCalions.
Assisting in this project were
Ray Murdock, J.D. Elkins, Jerry
Sheridan. Marty Sheridan, Chris
Sheridan. Terry Shoemaker, Terry'
Rogers, Joey Riley, Glenn Crawford. Bobby Kemp, Larry Hale,
David Rye. Mike Cooper, and maybe other persons whose names ire
not known.
On Dec. 22, friends and neighbors gathered at the tobacco stripping sheds of Ray Murdock and
Rick Murdock to strip the McCalIons' tobacco.
A barbecue luncheon meal was
furnished the group by Jackson
Purchase ACA. Paper for wrapping
the tobacco was furnished by Lynn
Grove Feed & Seed.
Those signing the register for
this tobacco stripping were the
follow mg:
Nola Paschall, Margarett Acree,
Dale Orr, Alfred. Murdock, Glenn

WC-4C
IL.1#1f/r..

11

THESE SMILING FACES ARE JUST A SMALI, PORTION ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFULLY
medically supervised weight management programs ever designed Weight Control for Life The average weight loss
among parucipants is 3 to 4 pounds per week. Through the use of nutrition education, physical activity, medical
supervision and our low -calorie. nutritionally balanced supplements, you will not only Icse weight, but learn how to
keep it off.
Now you have the facts, why not get the figure. to(;) Call Weight Control for Life' today at 762-1533 for a free
personal Cotsu I taucrn.

Weight Control For Life!®
An affiliated service of Murray Calloway County Hospital
Str1te 174W • Medical Arts Building • 300 S. 8th Street
Murray. KY 42071 • (502) 762-1533

Crawford, Peggy Futrell, Billy
Murdock, Ricky Sheridan, Child(
Martin, Hugh Arnett, Jimmy Williams, Jimmy Tom Williams, Brad
Miller,
Johnny Williams, Michael Manning, Charles Jones, Eddie Workman, Stan Grief, Bob 'Hargrove,
Jerry Sheridan, Kenny Murdock,
Belinda Anderson, Charles Windsor, Barry Murdock, Buddy Windsor, Glen Futrell,
Terry Williams, Eddie Kirks,
Ricky Wilkerson. Billy R. Wyatt,
Bill Adams, Nelson Murdock, Tom
Carlile, Larry Jones, Justin Kelso,
Jason Lambert, Henry Underhill,
Terry McDougal, Terry Workman.
Chris Douglas, Greg Douglas,

Jackie Byerly, W:d.c Co!cni,
Billy Coleman. Roger Cooper
Wanda Jones; W.P. West, Bill Ii
Murdock; Johnny Kelso,.Ras
dock, Rick Murdock, Ha! brr.
Kevin Orr, Billy Dan Orr,
Murdock, Chris Sheridan, Ma-.:Sheridan, the Res. _Royce Du'p•,..
Rodney Dukes, Glen Wridsor,
Dukes, Brian Murdock, Aaron \
kery, Johnny Stockdale and J.D
Elkins.
Others may have ii.:•
failed to sign their na7ne,
The •McCallons 'expressed ,..
deep appreciation and
this outpouring of lose and
shown the. family in t1ier
sorrow.

Hospital reports released
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan. 9,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Henson baby girl, parents, Julie
and Tim, 1320 Olive Blvd.,
Murray.
Dismissals
Donald Kenneth Mohler, Rt. 7.
Box 250, Murray:- Jay Scott Simmons, 1554 Canterbury Dr.,
Murray;
Thomas E. Cary Jr., P.O. Box
965, Murray; Mrs. Scarlett Mathis.
Rt. 3, Box 359A, Murray; Mrs.
Teresa Ann Jones, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Lula Darnell, •Rt. 7, Box
518, Murray; Mrs. Betty Reed, 315
North Fifth St., Murray; Mrs. Margaret Lawrenbce, Rt. 2, Box 181,
Henry, Tenn.;
Virte Bret Woods, 181 Riviera
Cis., Murray; L.D. Workman, Rt.
6, Box 58B, Murray; Mrs. Anna

Katherine Sharp, 1601
Murray:
Bo‘
Mrs. Erna Shelton, RI
506, Dexter, MN. 1 n,..lrp.:1
607 Elm St.. Murray. Joe Lugenc
Tarry. 817 North 2000 St.. M,:rray.
_ Mrs. Shirley Stubblefield, 11-4
North Seventh St.. !slurras, Mrs.
Martha Sue Herndon and baby hoy.
Rt. 2, Box 774, ()user, '1 ,:nn.,
Clifford Mavis, Box " 20, Ness
Concord; Mrs. Ken i Jean M:Kcilly
and balry/ boy. 1506 Joe Creason
Dr., Benton.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Thursday, Jan. 10. Ni) newborn
admissions, or expirations were
listed.
Dismissals
Miss Heather Hulson, 520 South
Sixth St., Murray; Joshua Keith
West, Rt. 2, Box. 69A, Haiel,
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Coining community activities are announced
Friday, Jan. 11
Games will he played at 8 p m.
at Murray Noose Lodge.

unes

b.2

• AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Ke0 Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Friday, Jan. 11
'Mexi'can Buffet .4o. ill be served
from 7 to ti:30 p.m, a! Murray
Country Club. Reservations were
tirade by Thursday by calling
753-8116

•
Friday, Jan. 11
6 to 11 p ni For information call
753-TEEN
Saturday, Jan. 12
'fri-Star Basketball Pass, Shoot
and Dribble Contest for ages 8 to
18 will he sponsored by Murray
Optimist Club at
p.m. at Calloway County Middle School.

Laryngectomee Support Group
Main Street Youth Center at 205 1 will meet at 4 p.m. in private
North Fourth St. will he open from
dining room of Murray4'alloway
6 to 11 p.m. For, information call County Hospital.
753-TEEN.
Late registration and payment of
Hazel Lodge No. 831 ,Free and
fees for 1991 spring semester at
Accepted Maasons will meet at Murray State University NI!l he
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
a.m. to 6 p.m. in Curris
from
Center
New Providence Riding Club
will sponsor an open horse show at
WKMS-FM will have a recep7 p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock tion honoring 10-year supports of
Show and Exposition Center. Murray State University public
Admission is $2. Fit information radio station from 5 to 7 p.m.. in
t›call 492-X572.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum_

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
Siiuth Sixth and Maple Streets.

Mrs. Althea Merrell, Rt. 2, Box
- Main Street Youth Center at 205
180, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Ople
North Fourth St. will he open leorn
Phillips, 372 Vine St.. Murray:
Mrs. Marjorie Osterdahl, Rt. 5.
Box 729. Murray: Edley Nance,
Southside Manor 11-1, Murray;
Apple Tree School will sponsor
Mrs. Alma Former, K1 - Souththe USDA Child and Adult Care
side Manor, Murray; Mrs. Lori
Hollister, 2111 Carol. Dr., Murray; ,1 Food Program. administered by the
Kentucky Department of EducaMrs. Mityme Nell - Staudacher,
tion, in its child care center at 1503
1301 Oakhill Ct., Murray: Mrs.
Stadium View Dr., Murray.
Glayds Wyatt, West View Nursing
Meals will he served at no scpa•
Home. Murray;
rate charge to .enrolled participants
Mrs. Estelle Outland, Rt. 3. Box
at the center and are provided with 97, Murray; Mrs. Inez Smith. 604
out regard_to race, color. national
Ellis Dr., Murray; Mrs. Willie
origin, sex. religion, age or handiPearl Morris. R; 1, Box 17S
cap. If you believe you.ar any indi-Sedalia.

Dance. will he froth X p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.

Local school sponsoring food prog.rain
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Murray State University Racer
basketball team will play IndianaPurciu_e_ itt 7;30 p.m. in Racer
Arena.
West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association will sponsor a horse
show at 8 a.m. each day at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission is
free.
Elders of First Christian Church
will have a breakfast at 8 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
(WI- Winter Pick-Me-Up lunc• rftion will be served at 12 noon at
first Christian Church.
Reconciliation meeting for
parents will he at 930 a.m. in Par 11 Center of St. Leo Catholic
Church. AA and Al-Anon will have
dosed meetings at 4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For information
afl 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Jordyn Dublin. son of Sloe and Nano
recentlY won •5 arid
other pri/es for selling 20 cans of pOpCorn in the poptiorn sale. from
Murray Preschool Co-op. lie is in the four-year-old (lass. Pst turc41
with Jordyn presenting him the check is Nancy Dublin, his mother,
and also treasurer of the Preschool. Hillary 1,o‘se, dam4hter
and Alelonie 1.ovke. was the winner for the three -Year-old lass. I he
Murray Preschool to-op will begin classes for this stmesier.on
day, Jan. 14. There are openings in both the three and tour-‘ear-oht
classes. The three-year-old ('lass meelC Tuesday and Thur-sdio trim!
a.m. to 12 noon, and the four-year-old .class meets 11onday, 1ednesday and Friday from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. For more information cal;
lammie Homer, membership chairman, at -:.'4-4832.

Your Indivitual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
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Menus for_the various lun- - nesday - turkey and dressing. vegchrooms in the county and city etable soup wIpimento cheese
schools for the week of Jan. 14 to sandwich.' Thursday - strontholi.
I.have been released by Joanna pizzahurger. Friday - pizzaghetti.
Salad bar.
Adams and Margot Vkl:-dh, lood chti1/4.kwagoi:
service directors for (al lois ay hamburgef, c:.cesebiurger, pizza.
County and . Murray City Schools fruits, \eget:0)1es. deli sandwiches.
respectively. The menus. subJect 10 milk and :r,:i; driiiK. are Lo.aii.‘iti1:.
occasional 'change. are as follows: Jails

East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - French toast stix w/
syrup; Tuesday - biscuit wisausage
gravy; Wednesday - scrambled
eggs. hashbrown, toast: Thursday
- chicken fritter on hiscuity Friday
- cinnamon toast %/buttered rice
Cereal, juice. cereal and toast are
available daily.
Lunch
Monday -- spaghetti wirneat
sauce, hot ham and cheese sandwich; Tuesday - fried chicken,
Reuben sandwich: Wednesday chili and cheese topped potato, barbecue rib sandwich: Thursday pizza, deli roast beef sandwich,
Friday - chicken noodle soup w/
pimento cheese sandwich or hot
dog. Peanut butter/jelly sandwich,
grilled cheese. fruits. ‘egetables,
fries, desserts, milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - Poptart and oatmeal:
Tuesday - egg and cheese on English muffin; Wednesday - blueberry
muffin and buttered riccLTIlursdav - sausage and biscuit: Friday r
pancakes and syrup. Cereals, fruits,
milk and variety of juices are available daily.
Crunch
Monday - crispy fish, cheeseburger; Tuesday - lasagna, chicken
breast sandwich; Wednesday - pitza„..peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - breakfast for
lunch - scrambled eggs, sausage
and biscuit, ham and cheese sandwich; Friday - pizzaghetti, pig-inblanket. Salad bar, fruits, vegetables, fries, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Tuesday - scrambled eggs,
bacon, toast; Wednesday - cinnamon roll; Thursday - chicken fritter on biscuit; Friday - sausage and
biscuit. Breakfasts bar, cereal, fruit,
donuts. juice and milk are available
daily.
Lutich
Monday - steak nuggets, philly
beef and Swiss; Tuesday - taco
salad. barbecue .sandwich; Wed-
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Sunday, Jan. 13
Reservations for Murray Christian Women's Club luncheon on
.luesday at Seven Seas should be
made by tonight with Freda,
73 3999, or Marilyn, 753-9930.

vidual has been discriminated
against in the food program, write
to the Secretary of Agriculture.
Washington, D.C. 29250.
Income guidelines for free and
reduced price meals effective July
1, 1990, through June 10, 1991, are
now on Inc at the otlic.e of Apple
Tree School tor your inspection.
tor more information contact
Doris lizris at 751 9156

14iung-at-11.•.irt.
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Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Boys Basketball Teams
Will play at Mayfield.

(Conf'd front page 6)

Dublin receives .rize

••••••••••

' Calloway County High School
Varsity Boys Basketball Teams
will host Hopkinsville at 6 p.m.

Hospital...

Sunday, Jan. 13
Church. For infolmation call
753-0086 or 753-7046.

Sunday, Jan. 13
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Sc John's Episcopal

Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution will meet at 2 p.m. at home of
Mrs James Byrn,

West Kentuky ,Quarter Horse
Association will sponsor a horse
show at 8 a.m. each day at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Admission is
free
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 5:30 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building to go to Pattie's - MO at Grand Rivers for
Dutch treat meal at 6 p.m. For
information call Pamela, 753-7638,
Jeanne, 751-0224, Mary.
1-527-0115, ur iMatgare.t,
1-247-2249.

Parents' Night Out w il
Iroin
5:30 to II p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. •

Saturday, Jan. 12
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to H p.m. For information call
73-.1 LEN.

plar,r,me mectmg of Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha, Intemainal will he neid at the next business meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 15. at 7
HOt at the home of Nancy Meloan,.311 North 10th $1., Murray. This year
Stity.‘ and Silent Auction to raise money for St. Jude's
.;
:en's K.esearch Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.. Will be in Community Room of
North lira ,n of Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, on Satur2 p.m.
Ja

Ouilt Lovers plan meetin
Quin Lovers 141 Murray will meet 1 uesday. Jan: 1 5 at 6 p.m. in meeting room ol Cai',oway County Public Library. Carolyn Halford and Evola
Osborne wtll nRc a lesson on "Preservation of Antique Quilts." Each 'person asked to bring a thimble to learn the art of attaching a muslin hacking tp an antique quilt. yisitors. are welcome to attend.
Rea CiOS:.; neellS tape /VI-I/Hied

111 KRA\ (flY
Elementary breakfast
Monday - cereal and toast;
55i1LL's. ‘Aednesday
Tuesday
Poplar:: Thursday - scrambled
eggs and toast: Friday - peach tur[lovers. Juice or fruifTinTinirk. are
served (2.1J1 dav.
Robertson
Monday - hamburger, grilled
ihee-e, Tuesday - pizza. hoagie
sandwich: Wednesday - taco salad.
hot dog; Thursday - hambarga:
Chuckwagon. Friday - pizza, vegetable soup and cheese and crack ers. Choice of fruits. vegetables
and milk are available daily.
Carter
Monday - cheeseburger, ham
and.cheese sandwich; Tuesday
pizza, fish sandwich and che-ese:
Wednesday - taco salad, grilled
cheese: Thursday - chicken nu gets, Chuckwagon: Friday - footlong hot dog and chili, grille1
cheese sandwich. Choice of rrut.
vegetables and milk are available

A tape, BLS-CPR. was borrowed Dec. 10 from the office of Calloway
County Chapter of American Red Cross at Weaks Center. This tape, property of local Red Cross Chapter. is now needed for a CPR class. The
person who borrowed the tape is requested to please return it to the Red
Cross office at Wreaks ("enter, said Peggy Billington, executive Secretary.

I3irttsonx shower to 1)c Wilda!'
Conroy and Pearl Birdsong will be honored with a shower on Monday,
Jan. 14. Their [ionic on Irvin Cobb Road was-destroyed by fire on Dec.
25. The shower will he at 5 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank. All neighbors, friends and relatives are invited to attend.

W.A.T.C.I-1. needs. more cans
WATCH.(Work activities training center for the handicapped) Center
at 702 Main St., Murray, is in need of aluminum cans to be used as one of
work projects of the-clients. Persons with aluminum cans may' leave them
at the center, Monday through Friday. For more information call
759-1965.

Singles will meet Saturday
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SCORPIO

N1iddle, high
Breakfast
_mundav _Lhkken_.4ailic _on bccult. Tuesday
day - sausage and biscuit:
Thursday - oatmeal and toast, Friday - eggs and toast. Cereal. milk,
fruit juice or fruit are available
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - ravioli and meat
satice,-meatlOaf; Tuesday - steak
nuggets, barbecue sandwich; Wednesday - lasagna, ham and cheese
sandwich; Thursday - chili and
sandwich. Hoagie sandwich; Fri.
day - chili dog, Chuck% agon.
French fries, pizza, choice of fruits
and vegetables, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.
Murray High
Monday ravioli casserole. bar becue sandwich; Tuesday - sub marine sandwich, Chuckwagon:
Wednesday - fiestada,-tuna croisstint; Thursday' - spaghetti, ham
sandwich; Friday - chili and sand
wich, pimento cheese sandwich.
Pizza, hamburgers, French fries.
baked potatoes, nachos, soft bread
pretzels, choice of fruits and vggetables, milk and fruit drinks are
available taily.

198 `Notith 12111
753-111N15
Infant dim It
1.
NItirray.
6111
Ilk.%

Oaks' luncheon cancelled
The ladies of Oaks Country Club, will not have°a ladies day luncheon
turtnr!unitary:The netit=hem -witl-bc heti- on.AV-ed nesclay,-.Feb-.

Art Guild will meet Tuesday
. Murray Art Guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray, will have its monthly
business meeting on Tuesday. Jan, 15, at 1 p:fri. Patfitiii Clark, president,
urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Patients are dismissed
' Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, were Mrs. Darren (Penny) Tockstein and baby boy, Lottic Hall and
Myrtle Thornton, all of Murray.

Al Hewett, former resident of. Murray, recently has undergone heart
surgery again at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. Persons may
send him cards and letters at his home address: 404 Kevin Dr., Dickson,
'Tenn. 37055.

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE
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Someone entrusts you wafer;
secret now. You're perhaps till)
anxious to get a project done. You'll
need to slow down,if you're to do a
good job Watch temperament
CAPRICORN '

to.lan 19)
There could he little idiosyncra.sies
about a close tie that bother you
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Selected Decorative Accessories
"

•In Stock Wall Coverings •Blinds .Bigelow Carpet

,
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You and a 'partner
about a financial concern now but
them's .nrr •me& -ter quarrel. tibq but 14, •
Now's the time to attend to personal
shopping. Dress- pr sull'eSS

Al Hewett undergoes surgery
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interfere with getting alitrig with
others today Make allowani es tor
others' stipirtcontings Anil don t
•
too hard on yOursell either
LIBRA

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Saturday. Jarl 12, at 5:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building to go to
Patties 1XX0.at Grand Rivers for a Dutch treat dinner at 6 p.m. All singles are invited. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224: Mary,. 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.
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Interior Design & Decorative Accessories
12th St.
753-4567
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This page is made possible by these firms who encourage
all of es to attend worship services.

Church Directory
MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic & file Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
Murray, Ky. 42071
506 Industrial Road

RUTHIE'S
GultUNIVERSITY GULF
111111gpen 6 a m. - 8 p m Mon -Sat
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

mc,-=

CHARLIE'S

.• •

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
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,-,nicate Seto:c You Medicate

Ask CHARLIE
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Mewtete at Mime& Across Frew ledger & Tiatittl

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ct, - 759-400

Carroll 7 7
Tire Inc...c=
7.3-1489 • '105 Dove :Just behmil Toyota of likirray,

Mar-Lane Ceramics
Gift Shop
Hours Tues & Thur
9 30 a m to • p.m

•Clart Ousel
TworIter
•Custctren OreImre
• Suppliers
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Murray

& 6.30 •.m. to 10 •.m

WALDMART
CENTRAL CENTER
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FORD
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•
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TAYLOR SEED CO.
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Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd
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DISCOUNT PHARMACY
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"We Do thicken Right"
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Speakers and music released by churches for Sunday
Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Jan. 13,
a_k follows:
Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
will speak at II a.m. service.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor.
will speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services.
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
speak about "What Makes You
Stick Out?" with scripture from
Mark 1:4-11 at 10:45 a.m. service.
The Chancel Choir with Lee Kern
as director will sing "The Gift of
love" Assisting will be Carol Falwell. Barbara Pursley, Corinne
McNutt, Blanche Titsworth, Doug
Vander - Molen, Scott Marvin, Rob
Williams, Ron Gray, Hester Gray,
Jim Boone, Nancy Nygaard, Helen
Campbell. Debbie Ferguson, Raylene Gagel and Judy Lyle.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. His morning topic will be
"Power to Witness" with scripture
from Acts 1:1-1 I. Mandl Vinson
will he deacon of the week. Steve
Littlefield will direct the music
with Margaret W.ilkins and Tamara
Outland as accompanists. The
Sanctuary Choir will - sing --Ye
Shall Be Witnesses" and Dr. Randall Black will sing "I Walked
Today Where Jesus Walked" at
morning hour. At evening hour the
Sanctuary Choir will sing "Whis-

pering Hope" and Nell Earwood
Brent Evans, Calvin Todd. Max
Adult Choir. Sandy Adams will
Rex Smith as song leader and Jim• 6 p.m. services. Michael Milby will
and Steve Littlefield will sing a Dowdy, John Brittain, Anthony
sing at evening hour.
my Wilson as pianist.
direct the music with Laura Pasduct, "Amazing Grace."
Manning, Bob Tanner, David Lee
FirSt Assembly- of God
Lake-Land Apostolic
chall and Rhonda Lamb as
First Presbyterian
and Michael Cutini.
The Rev. Jerry Hendley. pastor
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
accompanists.
The Rev. Thomas SchellingerhGlendale Road
will present the second in a twowill speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p
Coldwater Baptist
out, pastor, will speak about
Church of Christ
part series entitled "The Challenge
services.
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor,
"When the Pressure Is on" with
John Dale, minister, will speak
of New Beginnings" in the 10 a.m.
Murray Church of God
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m
scripture from Philippians 3:1-16 at about "What This Chuch Needs"
preaching/teaching session.
Dale Robinson, pastor,
services. Bobby Manning will
10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel with scripture from Romans 12:4-8
Evangelistic service will begin at 6, speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p
direct the music with Marge West
Choir bill sing an anthem, "Fore- at 9 a.m. service and about "P-ray
services.
P.m. •
and Jennifer Culp as accompanists.
ver Blest Is He" with Pat Bomba as For Our World" with scripture
Memorial Baptist
Murray Baptist Mission
Lynn Grove
organist. Don Jackson and Ed from I Timothy 2:1-4 at 6 p.m. serThe Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
The Rev. Parvin Hall. past.
United Methodist
Graves will be ordained and vice. Jerry Bolls will direct the
will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
installed as elders and Cartleen song service. Assisttng will. he JerFerguson Springs Baptist
services. Assisting will be Mike will speak at 9:30 a.m., service.
Belcher and Terry Foreman as ry Fulton, Bobby Fike Jr., Bill Nix,
The Rev. Darvin Sun, pastor
Farmer, minister of education and
Judy Kelso will be organist.
elders. Assisting will be Joe Bel- David Wyatt, Tommy Carraway,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m
youth, and Wayne Cathey, deacon
Spring Creek Baptist
cher, Carleen Belcher and Robert Jim Vaughan, James Gibson, Bob
services.
of the week. Curt Simmons, interThe Rev. Terry Powell, pastor.
Boss.
Hargrove, Steve Steele, Max Walkcalv ary Temple
im minister of music, will direct
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
er, Kelly- White,- Bon McDougal
St. John's Episcopal
the music with Janet Finch and - The Rev. _El'.
•SerVices.
The First Sunday after Epiphany and Henry Armstrong.
Tonya Simmons as accompanists. speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m
will be observed with the Holy
West Fork Baptist
The Sanctuary Choir will sing services.
Coles Camp Ground
Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr.
The Rev. Larovson.
...... N41401.A-Man.Like.Him" at morn- .
United Methodist
Oak Grove Baptist
Andre Trevatban will be celebrant will be guest speaker at Wain
ing hour. Curt Simmons will sing
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pasThe Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor.
and preacher. Assisting will be and 6 p.m. services. Music will he
"I'd Rather Have Jesus" at evening will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30
tor, will speak at 9 a.m. service
p.m.
Steve Hale, Rose Bogal-Allbritten directed by Alvin Usrey with Janet
hour.
with Donald Williams as song
services. Jimmy Key will direct the
and Barbara Malinauskas. Host Arnold as pianist. Bernice Garland
University
leader
and Dean Stephenson as
music
with
Jennifer
Downey
as
families are Price and Hale.
will be deacon of the week.
Church of Christ
pianist.
pianist.
Eastwood Baptist
Immanuel Lutheran
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
Cherry Corner Baptist
Palestine -United Methodist
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. serThe
Rev. Charles Anderson, pasThe
Rev.
Calvin
Clark,
pstor,
speak about "The Inhabitants of paStor, will speak about "Baptized
vices. His morning topic will be will speak at 1 I a.m. service. Stantor, will speak, at 11 a.m. and 6.
Heaven" at 11 a.m. servcice and with Water and Spirit" with scrip"The Great Commission" with ley Duncan and Mary Conner will
p.m. services. •
about "The World's Greatest ture from Mark 1:4-11 at 10:30
scripture from Matthew 28:16-20. direct the music with Faye ChildTemple Hill
Crime" at 6 p.m. service. Greg a.m. service. Cathy Mallet will sing
Ernie Bailey will direct the song ress as pianist.
United Methodist
Mayall will direct the music with "When Christ's Appearing Was
service. Assisting will be Vernon
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pasPoplar Spring Baptist
•
April Mack and Susan Reynolds as Made Known." Organist will he
Gantt, Wayne Williams, Bill Boyd.
tor.
will speak at 11 a.m. sercice
The
Rev.
Dennis
Norvel.
pastor,accompanists. Gunner Nance and Alice Witte. Assisting will be Leo
Jim Darnell, Gary Damell, Kennie wilr speak at 11 a.m. and 7 Olin.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Greg Mayall will sing solos at Behnke, Elinar Jenstrom, Larr
Colson, Mark Ferguson, Jim Felt- services. Mark Hardison will direct
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham.
morning hour. At evening hour Pahlke, Arthur Pfuehler, Julie
ner, Mack Harris, Keith HosfOrd. the music.
pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
Loma Borders will sing a solo and Seeteldt and Shirley Jenstrom.
Jim McCrory, -Wayne Doran, Marp.m.
services.
Martin's
Chapel
Greg and- DeeDee Mayall and April
New Concord
le(nrd
y W
Wood,
.
Randy Dunn and Jimmy
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
Mack will sing a trio. Assisting
Church of Christ
Ford.
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
will be the Rev. Steve Todd, the
Bob Haley. minister, will speak
St. Leo Catholic
The Rev. Calvin Clark. pastor.
pastor. will speak at 9:30 a.m. serRev. Randolph Allen, Rick Beam, at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturwill speak at 9:45 a.m. service w:th
vice. Ralph Robertson will direct
Assisting Will he Jason Haley, Pau
day and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. the music with Edwina Petrie as
Red Woods' as song leader and
Garrison, Charles Stubblefied, Sunday with Fr. Larry McBride as
Dorothy Brown as pianist.
pianist.
Mickey Garrison, Rudy Brawner,
minister. Assisting will be Jason
New Providence Baptist
Good Shepherd
Donald Cook. Tim Cook.
Tidwell, Karen Balzer, Eldridge
'- The Rev. Odell Colson. pastor
United Methodist
McCage, Kenneth Geurtn, Joe
Haas, Carolyn Haas, Victor
will speak at II a.m. and 6..,p.m.
The pastor, the Rev. Thomas E.
Geurin, Jimmy Stabler, Eddie Stu'
Fromm, Lynn Fromm, Chris Buf- Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a.m. serservices.
blefield and Ed Hendon.
fington, Bill Whtaker, Carmen
vice. Diana Tatlock will direct the
Independence
Westside Baptist.
D'Angelo, Eleanor D'Angeln, music with Margaret Kennedyand
United Methodist
The • Rev:: GI ynn Orr, pastor. wil
Andrew Rachoy,.- Dorothy- Rachoy; Betty Poole as' aceampanists".• - 'The. Rev: Kendrick Lewis. pasJane Blankenship, Doug Lambert,
speak about "A Call To Prayer
•tor, will speak at il a.m. service
Sinking Spring Baptist
Margaret Maddox, Art Cripps, Joey
with scripture from I Timothy
with Richard Dowdy a song leader
The Rev. Boon Richerson, inter2:1-g at 9 and 10:50 a.m. serv.c
Woods, Gerry Kelly, Max Canady, im pastor, will sre::k it
;17,:, and Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
and about "The Doctrine 01 BaptMatilde Canady, Bill Ford, Robyc
ism' with scripture from Makliew
Ford, Millie Nall, John Clark, Mar3:13-17 at 6 p.m. service. Tommy
ie Clark, Paul Kurz and Pallie
Scott, music director, will sing a
Kurz.
solo, "They Could Not," at mornGoshen United Methodist
ing services. Patsy Neale. Kathy.
The Rev. Susan AllsopLigon .and Susie Scott will he
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
accompanists.
p.m.--a -quark.: a.m. service with David Lawrence
composed of Tommy Scott. Kath:. as lay assistant. Acolytes will be
Ligon, Walt Tibbets and Da v id
Todd Sexton and Nathan Doyle..
Smotherman will sing "Here I Ain" Joe Lawrence will be in charge of
By James H. Cain
.and "I Shall Never Forget.
Children's Church. Music will be
United.
First
Methodist
Dr. Pauline Waggener, center, Chairman of LottielVioon Group of First
under the direction of • Robbie
The Rev. Nowell Iiingham,
Baptist Church Women, recently presented a Bible to Judy Blaylock of
Cochrum with Donna Parker and
Gilbertsville, right. Judy and Doug Hagendorn of Missouri are the parents tor, will speak at 10:50 a.m. ':r Pat Brunn as accompanists.
of the first baby born in 1991 in Calloway County, Kayla Marie Blaylock. vice. Acolytes will he Trey Grccii
Kirksey United Methodist
and Sean Stonecipher.-The Char.. el
Also pictured is Mrs. Jessie Workman, far left, secretary of the Lottie
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor.
Moon Group. The group was organized by Mrs. Amanda White in 1948. Choir with Kim Black as direcLo7
will speak about "Is This To Be -and Joan Bowker as organist .a:H
I. A good way to forget your troubles is to help others to forget
They support foreign missionaries and help the sick and needy. The
Possibly Our Best. Year Yet?" with
theirs.
sing an anthem, "This I Believe, scripture from Mark 9:23 at 11
presentation of a Bible to the first baby is an annual service of the Lottie
2. A dew drop does the will of God as much as a thunderstorm.
Elm Grove Baptist
Moon Group.
a.m. service and about. "Using
-The fellow who has the right tO boast doesn't have to.
The •Rev.. David- Bracher, pastor; What WeHave" with scripture
4. The fire you kindle for your enemy,often burns you more than it
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. from Matthew 25:14-30 at 6 p.m.
burns him.
services. Music will be directed by service. Ron Pace will direct tt1L:
5. You cannot keep trouble from coming into your home, but you
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett music with Clarice Norswothy and
don't have to give it a chair to sit on.
and Teresa Sinter as accompanists. Janice Hays as accompanists.
By H.C. CHILES
6. Genius is the infinite capacity not only for taking pains, but for
Hazel Baptist
Assisting will be Emily Collins.
-1111-. 1 EN MAIDENS
tact that.five.took_extra oil for their
giving
them.
The Rev. James-T. Garland, pas
Jerry -Key and Jason Key.
Matthew 25:1-p
lamps and the other five failed to
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30
7. When a man's golf score is below 90, he is neglecting his
Christian Science
Cilrisl spoke "The Parable of the
do so. The foolish virgins did not
p.m. services. Gene Orr Miller will
business: If above it, he is neglecting his game.
Services will be at 11 a.m. SunTen Virgin.s
.
:"which has made an
make any preparation by having an
direct the music with Oneida White day and 7:30 p.m. each second
indelible impression upon multiadditional supply of oil. Their folly
and Roger Hutson as accompanists. Wesdnesday.
tudes of Christians. The parable' was in the fact that they went to
Steve and Leslie Smith will sing a
New Life
has many sides and aspects. It is
sleep without first having secured
duct at morning hour.
" Christian Center
both prophetical and practical. It is
oil to replenish their lamps' in the
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
to a."1 42es, hut especially to the
event of such a need. For the wise
United Methodist
will speak at 11 a.m. service. The
last days. It was spoken for the
virgins the closed door meant safeThe Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
purpose of alerting-the-disciples, as
ty,' enjoyment, and intimate fellow- 'speak at-10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.. ser- music.
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
well as the future Christians of the
ship, but for the foolish ones it
vices. His morning topic will be
Kirksey Baptist
Ashphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
return of Christ to the earth.
meant neglected privileges and for- "Affirmed By God" with scripture
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal
- In connection with His second
feited opportunities. And lost
from Mark 1;9-11 Truman Whit- will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
coming. Christ sought to impress
opportunities never return. "The
field will direct the music with services. W.A. Erwin will direct
His hearers with at least five facts:
door was shut," That statement
Tommy Gaines and Joan Cooper as the music with Gela Edwards and
the certainty of His return, the
means exactly what it says. There
accompanists. The Church Choir Cindy Cossey as accompanists.
uncertainty as to the time of it, the
is an end to innumerable opportuniwill sing "Go Tell It To the MounColdwater United Methodist
necessity of preparation for it, the
ties. Do not awake to your folly
tain" at morning hour when the
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor,
759-1515
•Swer 079
blessedness of _those. who. Me..pre-. after.. it. is too late.. Those, who. arc installation of l-991.church -officers, :will; speak. at Ii - 'a.m.' service
with
pared for it, and the wretchedness
God's children should wait patientwill be conducted.
of those who are not prepared for
ly, watch expectantly, and work
Grace Baptist
it.. The parable clearly recognized
faithfully until he returns.
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
the fact of Christ's return, and
Concerning His return, Christ
will speak about "The Return of
ernphasites the uncertainty of the
sought to impress His hearers with
Jesus Christ" with scripture from
time of.this great evenL.With referthe uncertainty as to the time of it. Revelation 19:11-21 at 10:30 a.m.
ence to this greatest future events
and the necessity of preparation for
service. The Rev. Matthew Johnson
_our blesse_d Lord enjoined pre, 1.._.Ciod's. children need to re,rne-m-- will speak at 4 p.m. service. Ortis
"The Factory Outlet for Building Supplies"
paredness and watchfulness.
ber that nobody on this earth
Guthrie will be deacon of the
In this parable Christ portrayed
knows when Christ is coming
week. Kevift Rudicil will direct the
Hwy. 45 South • Martin, TN
ten lovely, joyous, and charming
again. For this reason we should
music with Dwane Jones and Susan
Prices good thru 1-31-91
901-587-3000
girls who were expecting to particidaily try to discover His will for
Jones as accompanists. Special
pate in the oriental marriage festius.
music at morning hour will by
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By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodger A Tames Sports EdNor

Future Murray State Lady Racer
Rechelle Cadwell put on a sparkling display of overall basketball
ability Thursday night as her Marshall County Lady Marshall teammates rolled over Murray High
11 School 73-32 at Tiger Gym.
.
Cad-wei-L -a- already sped a letter-of-intent
with Murray State, had 26 of her
game-high 28 points by the start of
the fourth quarter as Marshall
County improved its record to
11-2.
Cadwell. the First Region's
second -leading scorer. unveiled a
. nev. dimension of her game. The
player known primarily for her
slashing baseline drives and
strength underneath moved away
from the basket. drilling two
3-point shots in the second quarter.
Cadwell also used her quickness in
Marshall's panic-button pressure
defense, coming up with four steals
in the first half of play.
Afterward. Murray High coach
Jim Harrell was like a man who'd
faced ten rounds in the ring with
Mike Tyson and lived to tell about
it. "They're a good basketball
team." Harrell said. smiling slightl at his understatement. -They
beat the No..7 team in the state on
Vanoser
Stephanie
Murray's
Marshall's Shannon Gossum and
Monday night, and only lost to the
action
wrestled for the ball under Murras's goal during first-quarter
- No 2 team iGraves County) in
Thursda% night.
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By SKIP WOLLENBERG
AP Business Writer

NEW YORK — The recession has already claimed three
young magazines this year, but
it hasn't discouraged media
executives from giving serious
thought to starting new Sports
publications.
• Gannett Co. Inc.'s USA
Today and the sports daily—The
National are each evaluating ,
starting weekly sports tabloids.
USA Today is studying a
weekly that would focus exclusively on baseball, white The
National is looking into a general sports weekly.
"We arc continuing to look
at it; it looks very promising,"
said Thomas J. Farrell, executive vice president and general
manager at USA Today. He
said a decision could come by
the end of the month.
. An executive at The National,
the sports daily that debuted a
year ago but has been forced to
trim its sails in recent months,
said the idea of a weekly has
long been an option but is now
under active consideration. No
deadlines for a decision have
been set, he said.
Both USA Today and The
,\Jiional say they already have
the editorial staff and newsgathering ability to fill newweekly publications, an
advantage other would-be sports
publishers may not have. •
But media analysis warn that
the deteriorating economy' makes
scored 21 points and
JV:
it' less likely_ that a new- publiLeah DarnelLadded 17 as the Lady; caliph_ will attract enough- adverJunifir varsity defeated Obion
tisers and readers.
5'4-57 to improve to 5-1 on the
Sources of sports information
scar. "It's a big win for us." CCHS already- abound, ranging from
I
,,o,li.11 "Tommy Greer said. "The magazines like Sports Illustrated
girls made a few mistakes down and The Sporting News to local
the stretch. hut ()serail we played a newspapers, cable television
pretty -good basketball game." Cal- programs and telephone sports
led by sly with 30 seconds services.
.
touled twice before the
hut
left
"They would be going into a
buzzer to led Ohion close the gap.
e where readers have
marketplac
nine
with
Shelton led the team
rebounds while Christy Lambert a lot of choices and less moneyto spend on those choices,"
added fis.e.
said Richard Kostyra. director of
• • • •
15 32 41 73
CALLOWAY CO
media services for the giant ad
21 13 65 78
OBION CENTRAL
agency J. Walter Thompson.
Pa.. 2' S• 7.; '
Cd 0*a! '3,
5 Ca:,e'sc.r 4. Ooe
s
At the same time, publishers
2 Las 2 Wa,o•op 2. V B,,cy • la•rDerr FG
have struggled to maintain
2329
— Barres '5. Oar's '4 Bai•Oe•
C):,o•
advertising volume at last year's
sor 5 Ha-- 4
'2 5.-- 9 Pse.'y 8 Pc'2,,
level.
Ii
253•:
26.70.
FC
'
Ca °way 4 5 Ob.c.-:
Publishers' Information Buleau
said ad pages in the 167 magazines it tracks were down nearly 4 moon in th4 first 11
months of 1990 compared with
i'ailwway coach Eddie Morris the procious year. The decline
-wasn't too unhappy with the loss, included a 12.8 percent decline
which dropped the Lady Lakers to in pages at Sports Illustrated
and a 14.8 percent drop at The
in
Sporting News.
that we
-It was a good loss
"I certainly wouldn't count
did some things that we set out to
do. and we feel that's going .16 help on much advertising support (for
us in the long run." Morris said. anew sports weekly)," Kostyra
"They just had two big players who said.
were scoring all their points, and
USA Today announced in
obviously our defense on those two
mid-December that it had
wasn't enough." formed a task force to study
Kim Johnson led 'the Lady Lakthe possibility of a baseball
ers with eight points, while Linda
weekly, saying that there is a
(Cont'd on page 11)
solid core of fans who want
more information and statistics
on the game than the daily
sports section can provide.
The National is also considering a weekly despite its recent
financial problems. It trimmed
its publishing schedule from six
days a week to five by
..eirminating.The - sochy - edition .
in early December. The newspaper dismissed 21 employees.
late last year. And the paper
had to reduce its advertising
guarantee of papers sold to an
average of 200,000 copies a
day, not 275,000.
Despite these problems, an
executive for the newspaper,
speaking on condition th t he
at
not be identified, ar .
onsider
time may be right t
starting a weekly companion to
the daily sports paper.
He said the paper has shown
it can produce a quality product, and the staff is already
generating much more than can
be used in the daily editions.
At the same time, he said
management has already steered
the paper through its most rapid
growth in expanding to 10 editions from three a year ago.

Comeback falls short but O'Rourke sees progress

•

Stet Report .4
Murray Lodger la Tures Sports

TROY. Tenr..
...isn't overly irripres.se.d ss:in his
ne
Lady Lakers: four.h...;;:arter.
back effort TliursclaY night against
Obion County High Sc;hool, but he
was pleased with the significant
sigr.s f improserni:at...Ca..o.way.
Cour.ty showed in their 78-73 loss
:o the 12-1 Lads - Rcbels
"Good comebacks. unless they
mean spit." O'Rourke
after the Lady Laker.

bt:Iter ',Lan '
game of :ne year."
added re;erririg to a 20-point
Ca.loway in late
Oh;or. ss,r.
Nos ember
Calloway fell behind 24-15 by
the end of the first quarter as the
La.* Lakers had. some problems
meeting Obion's pressure defense
"We played really well for the first
four minutes and then started making turnovers." O'Rourke said, not:rig that Ca:Iowa% charted .1.+ floor

E
E
R
F
HEARING TEST

.:rrors duriag the raght. ':That
--doesn't :help one darn -thing.:"-he
said
But Calloway resorted to .pressure tactics themselves. "We kept
the tempo up and kept the pressure
up. and were trying to crawl back
into it." O'Rourke reported.
Calloway trailed by 11 points at
the .half but were outscored 22-12
in the third quarter.
The 65-44 deficit set the stage
for Callowas's comeback try.
whir w4 aided by poor shooting
from the Rebel ladies. "We'd get
rebounds and get hack on the
break,- O'Rourke said. - We sort of
just chipped our way ba,:k in
her
• • Pa..
game
.ded

went down to a freshman...
1YRnutke, said.:referring 'to- fresbman guard Valerie Shelton, who
tossed in 17 points for the Calloway girls.
Fouls weren't the major prohlem,-.however. "The key- to our
demise was turnovers." O'Rourke
said.
ipte. was, however, pleased with
the team's effort against the west
Tennessee powerhouse. "We probably played as well as we can
play," O'Rourke said. "The kids
played really hard, and I was really
proud of them.. Paul led the backboard effort
with 10 rebounds while Jennifer
Catherson and Kwanda HOrnbuckle
each added six and Julie Waldrop
and Leah Darnell had five each.
NEXT: Calloway County travels
to Fulton County Monday night

Murray sweeps middle school contests
Staff Report
y ...1113401A

Hearing loss...
a silent and lonely world.
Hearing disorders are often ignored because they
seem minor or because we don t notice the gradual
loss But this nation s number one handicap affects
1 7 million people-3 million of them school age
children'
Listen to some good advice be cheCked

Wed., Jan. 16
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
12th & Olive (Next to Suzie O's)
Murray, Ky.
759-9245

•

T xnes Sports

I: ‘4ii a Murray Middle sweep
Thursday night in the cross-town
matchup with the Calloway Middle
Lakers at the CCMS Gym.
The Tigers held on for a 37-33
*in n the buys contest, while the
Lady Tigers used 29 points from
Bonnie Payne to post a 44-38 win
over the Lady Lakers.
In a matchup of 5-1 teams, the
Tigers used a balanced attack to
hold off a late Laker charge, which
featured Jay Paul Herfidon sinking
a 3-pointer to' give the Lakers the
lead in the fourth quarter.
"We had two good teams,.out
there." Murray Middle coach Scott
Turner said. "Neither team shot the
,ball very well, but both played real
hard."
The Tigers were led by (his
Cliney with" rime points7WhIlf
Robert Weatherly had eight. James
Foster seven. James Curtis six and'
Ted Booth five.
Brad Cleaver tossed in 12 points
to pace the Lakers, while Herndon
scored eight.
"To go over there and win. I'm
really proud of our kids," Turner
said. "We responded to their pressure late. A few games ago. we
wouldn't have been able to pul,
that off. Maybe were maturing. It
was a big Alf: for us."
• • • •
Bonnie Payne's 29 led the way
while sister Connie tossed in eight
for the Lady Tigers. They led Murray's charge on the boards as well.
with Bonnie pulling in II rebounds
to Conr.:e's seven

SPORTS ON RADIO

0

it was sort of a Bonnie and
Connie show," said. Lady Tiger
coach Dan Thompson, whosc team
improved to 5-2. "1 thought our
play was on the good side, hut it
wasn't spectacular."
Thompson also was happy with
the play of point guard Stacy Thomas, especially on the defensive
end.
"She was a key defensively, and
she battled foul trouble all night
long." Thompson said. "When she
fouled out. we ,had a 101 of
trouble."
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Hopkinsville at

Calloway (Boys)
5:45 p.m.
"You Can Hear the Difference"

Murray Middle's James Foster tosses in two of his seen points for
the Tigers sshile Calloway's Brad Clea$er (221 and Jay Paul Herndon
apply the defense during Murray's 37.33 win

A_ sports weekly from The
NatiOnal would probably be
about twice the length of the
daily newspaper with all-new
editorial material, backers say.
They say that should appeal to
sports tans who appreciate the
quality of the daily edition hut
are too busy to read it every
day. They also hope to catch
some daily readers as well.
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SCOR BOARD

Hampton looks at playoffs
as 'gravy' to closing season

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
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Dr Rob Williams. president of the Murray Calloway Co Soccer Association receives a dona
tion.froM lance Allison representing Allison Photography in support of MCCSAS 'efforts to
ha...e a quality program for Our area young people • Allison said

Baseball
NEW YORK -- The Baseball Hall of Fame took
ne rst step toward barring Pete Rose when a
special committee recommended that players
on the ineligible list be left off the ballot The
proposal will be considered by the Hall's board
of directors Feb 4 If approved, the only way
Rose couid get into me Hall would be if he is
reinstated from the permanent ineligible list by
!he baseball commissioner Rose, baseball's
career hits leader, agreed to his lifetime ban on
Aug 23. 1989, following an investigation that
ne gambled on games involving the Cincinnati
Reds white he mareaged the team He may
appeal for reinstatement at any time Rose.
who would have been eligbie for election next
year. completed a five month federal prison
sentence that followed his guilty pleas to two
".C.0'ne tax felonies early tilts week He is now
serum; a three rn0nth term, at a Cincinnati hallway ^o-use
• • • •
HOUSTON -- The Houston Astros continued to
ear !heir roster of high-priced veterans, tradng si..gler Glenn Davis to Baltimore for pitcn
e•s Pe•e Harniscri and Curt Schilling and out
'ede• Steve Finley. a Paducah native The
-ace s.toect Astros gwner John McMullen $1 63
- Davis earned 51.985 million last sea•
••••- e •'••ee new Astros $348,000 - but cost
•s wily power hitter Davis, 29, batted
•ne
season' with 22 homers and 64 RBIs,
▪
trot" June 25 to
o•
was -, •'e c saoied
A.,g 29 el, a strained rip-cage muscle He
n.as • 3';) or more homers three times in the

Football
L C Greenwood and Lynn
• .
••. -- o-e members of the Pittsburgh
. ers S...per Bowl teams of the '70s. head
the list of 15 finalists for'inductioninto the Pro
ootbal' Hail of Fame on Jan 26 Joining
Oreenwood, a defensive end. and Swann. a
wide recever. on tee list are four, players &gibe for the l'5' 1-me running backs Earl Camp,
oei Cl the Houston Oilers and John Riggins of
.and Washington Redssins,
'ne New York Jets
New. F "g• and Patriots offensive lineman John
liar -an and placek cker Jan Stenerixt. who
spent 13 0 lni3 19 NFL seasons wit!, the Kansas C.,'y Cr Os Greenwood and Swann both
spent ine•r entire pro careers with the Stealers
Si, otner modern-era players among the final• a•e De•roil Lions cornerback Let" Barney,
offens oe 'ackle Bob Brown, who played for the
Pb' adephia Eagies, Los Angeles Barns and
Pa de,
s de.lensve ends Carl Eller of the Min
-esc•a, 1 • nos and the Rams' Jack YoungBa:"ore Colts tight .encl John Mackey.
anc Ken Stao•er who choanerbacked the Oak and Pa ce•s. Houston Oilers and New Orleans
A so oeing considered are current Los
•
EI.3ders managing general partner Ai
S lc•-er Dailas Cowboys executive Tex
-->ch•a-- and seniors .cgmmittee candidate
'
:).a- Jo,en WhO played offensive guard and
ce'ens ve latke for the Chicago Bears
• • • •
NE
YORK - If 'Av.( Garner feels like thumb ...no 's. nose a: -e crtics who questioned his
n the 1990 NFL draft. he
•ue ng seiecled s
'ciday - the The Asso
-as -ore a-n-un
cAted Press NFL Defensive Rookie of the Year
Awa•O Canner who led the NFL with 10 interwas chosen by the Chicago Bears
sep
and immediately signed a live-year, $4 2 mIlien
cor'•aV The selection was cr ticized by many
00senirers who said Carrier, a safety from
Soiehern Cal. De•onged in the lower part 01 thp
opening round The Bears even admitted a
maior reason for drafting Carrier so high was
nis wmingness to sign immediately But Garner
Proved those naysayers wrong as he easily
won the balioling by 80 writers arid broadcaster
weo cover the NFL He got 72 of the votes.
•
:inebackers James Francis of Cincinnati
•ece red 7 and Junior Seau of San Diego 00 1
• • • •
NEW YORK - Not even a training camp holdOut could keep Erhrntt Smith from tne honor roll
ih,s season Smith. the Dallas Cowboys running
back, was named NFD Offensive Rookie of the
Year by The Associated Press Smith, the 17th
pick ,n be first round of the 1990 draft, received
33 of the 80 votes cast by writers arid broadcasters who cover the NFL Another runner,
Johnny Johnson, the s.venth-rounder for the
Phoenix Cardinals, was a close second with 29
votes Smith. who rushed for 937 yards. rushed
for 3,928 yards and 36 touchdowns in three
seasons at the University of Florida
".

Tennis
AUCKLAND New Zealand- Top seeded Emil

Murray

0•0

(Coni'd from page 10)
Stubblefield and Jennifer Paul
tossed in seven each. April Krass
chipped in six.
Both schools return to action
Monday night. The Lakers and
Lady Lakers will host Benton,
while the Tigers' and Lady Tigers
host South Marshall.
• • • •
FRESHMEN
In 9th grade boys' action Thursday night, the Calloway County
Laker freshmen improved to 3-4
overall with a 44-34 victory over
Carlisle County at Calloway.
Wesley Cogdell scored 16 points
and Tim McGrew added 13 for thc
Lakers.

io Sanchez of Spain struggled past qualifier
Maliva Washington of Swartz Creek, Mich ,
6-4, 3-6. 7-6 (7 5) to advance to the quarterfinals of the Zealand Open Sanchez will face
Frenchman Jean-Philippe Fieunan, who beat
German Eric Jelen 6-3. 6-1 In other secondround matches, fifth-seeded Luiz Malta( of Brazil defeated Jaime Ygaza of Peru 6-2. 8-2, and
Christian Bergstrom of Sweden beat Chuck
Adams of Pacific Palisades. Calif . 6-3, 4-6, 7-6
(7-3)
ADELAIDE, Australia - Yugoslav teenager
Cow Ivanisevic beat Pat 'Cash 6-4, 7-5 and
assured himself a spot in the final of the six.
man Rio Challenge exhibition tournament Ivanisevic defeated three time Wimbledon champion Bons Becker on Wednesday His 2 0 record
cannot be matched in his group by either Becker or Cash, both of whom are 0-1 and play each
other today 19anisevic will play the winner of
today's match between U S Open champion
Pyle Sampras and Wimbledon champion Stefan Edberg in the iinal

Golf
TUCSON. Aril - Hal Sutton saw the ball disappear into the hoie and figured he had an
eagle and the first round lead in the Tucson
Open But he didn't get all of the ball all the way
into the hole and, in a situation that may be
unique, had to settle for a closing birdie and a
share of the top spot with Bob Tway -It's
history -book stutt„" Sutton said alter he
sweated out a 40-50 minute delay arid eventually signed for an 8-under-par 64 'I've been
Out Isere for,2S years and I've never seen artything qu.le like rt," saki•Wade Cage. the PGA
Taur's Tournament Supervisor Sutton's
166 yard, 6-iron second shot on the ninth hole
181h of the day - hit the hole on the fly
and imbedded in the front lip Tway's 64 came
on 'he strength of art 11th hole eagle-3 and a
closing string of three consecutive birdies at the
TPC at Starpass, one of two courses used for
the first two rounds of this event Phil Nickelson, a 20-year-old Junior at Arizona Stale, also
played at Stanpass and rallied from a nervous,
furst hole bogey with eight birdies to finish with
a 65

NCAA Convention
NASHVILLE. Tenn - The NCAA convention
addurred, making history one last time by
naming Judy Sweet of University of CaliforneSan Diego as the NCAA's first woman president I'm not sure I can find the right words to
express to you what I'm feeling right now," Me
42 year did Wisconsin native said aS more than
2,000 delegates gave her a standing ovation
The nomination of Sweet, director of men's and
women's ainletcs at her Division III school, was
unopposed, as most of the presidents' biting
reform measures turned out to be With almost
300 college chefs present and most other dole
gates carrying instructions from their president
on how to vote, the entire package of cutback
reforms sailed through the four-day meeting
and no doubt set the tone or next year's
COnver•on

Pro basketball
It was of the consolation to Sacramento coach
Dick Mona that his Kings were two points better
than the NBA record for futility "Twould have
nated to see the lowest-scoring game," Mona
said Thursday night after Sacramento was
beaten Dy Charlotte 101-59 Only the Milwaukee Hawks scored fewer points - in a 62-57
loss to Boston on Feb 27, 1955. at Providence
"What went wrong/ Shooting, passing, dribbling It was all ugly," Mona said ' I Just wanted
the floor to open up so we could Just disappear" The Kings shot 29 7 percent, had two
12-point quarters arid went 916 into the fourth
quarter before scoring a basket in that period
The Kings had three baskets in in the final
quarter and their 22 for the game was the
fourth lowest total in league history
•When it became obvious thaz the Kings would
not surpass their own franchise low
set since
the shot clock was introduced in the 1954-55
season - of 69 points, Motta decided a goal
was needed 'I really wanted us to get to 60,"
he said 'That's why I called a late timeout I
told them to get to 60 We couldn't even do
that "
•Elsewhere, it was Indiana 129, New York 122,
Washington 122, the Los Angeles Clippers 110,
San Antonio 117, Orlando 111, Houston 156,
Denver 133. and Golden State 113, Seattle
103

Pro hockey
The torrid Pittsburgh Penguins aren't awing the
oppositions
. chance to jge!, starled.„ .andfs a
-habit. they'd be weil-advised not to break.
had a great first period again," Pittsburgh
coach Bob Johnson said after the Penguins
scored four times in the opening 20 minutes for
the second straight game, a 5-1 victory Thursday night over the Calgary Flameas "Winning
these two games is good from the standpoint of
confidence We kriow now we can defend a
iead because we were a smart, aggressive
hockey team " Kevin Stevens assisted on three
of the first-penod goals and goalie Tom Barrasso won 107 the 10th time rn 11 games Barrasso
made 37 saves, The Penguins nave won 12 of
18 games and used the streak to climb to second place in the Patrick Division In that span.
Barrasso has emerged as the team's lop goaltender over Frank Pestrangelo
•Elsewhere in the NHL, it was Boston S.
Quebec 3. Chicago 7, Toronto 2, Los Arngeles
5, Buffalo 2; and Hanford 5, Vancouver 4

Chicago Bears defensive tackle Dan Hampton will play Sunday's playoff game against the New York Giants as if it's his last.
Because it very well could be.
"Each and every game 1 play now is gravy," said Hampton, who will
retire after this season, his 12th in the NFL. "At the start of the season,
nothing was expected of this team. But as things unfold, we plan to be
alive next week. We're not going to go to sleep on our own accord."
Hampton, who's had 10 knee operations and dislikes playing on artificial surfaces, isn't worried about the hard Giants Stadium turf.
"I could care less this week," Hampton said. "The next game could be
on an asphalt parking lot and I'd play. We're going to keep this thing
going. We're going to play smart, play hard."
The NFL playoff weekend begins Saturday when Miami visits Buffalo
late
in the AFC playoffs. The Redskins are at San Francisco in
afternoon game, while Sunday's schedule also has Cincinnati at the Los
Angeles Raiders.
The Bears-Giants game is being billed as a battle of backup quarterbacks, with Mike Tomczak filling in for Jim Harbaugh and Jeff Hostetler
replacing Phil Simms.
But Tomczak has a 23-10 record as a starter, including two starts and
two victories in playoff games.
"I never have and never will consider myself a backup," Tomczak
said. "If you do, then you'll play like a backbp."
Probably his greatest game came at the expense of the Giants in the
opener of the 1987 season when he directed the Bears to a 34-19 triumph.
Tomczak completed 20 of 34 passes for 292 yards and one touchdown in
that game.
"The way he played against us the last time, he has a place reserved in
Canton," Giants defensive coordinator Bill Belichick said. "I'm sure he
has been waiting three years for a chance to go against us again."
Bears coach Mike Ditka said the Giants don't lose much with Hostetler,
who will be making only his fifth career start.
"I don't see that there's anything at all inexperienced about his play
when I watch the films," Ditka said. ''He looks very relaxed back there,
like he's in control."
The Dolphins and Bills arc meeting in Buffalo just three weeks after
the Bills beat the Dolphins 24-14 to clinch the AFC East and home-field
advantage in the playoffs.
In that game, the Bills had Frank Reich at quarterback for the injured
Jim Kelly, who has been cleared to play although Kelly said his bruised
knee is not fully healed.
The Bengals-Raiders game also is a rematch — they played a month
ago and Los Angeles won 24-7, a game that was noteworthy for Cincinnati cornerback Rod Jones catching Bo Jackson from behind at the I after
an 88-yard run.

Arizona's streak intact
By The Associated Press
Southern Cal did almost everything right in trying to stop the
nation's longest home winning
streak and No. 6 Arizona did a lot
wrong.
In the end, though, the Wildcats
won again — 87-85 Thursday night
— for their 55th straight victory in
Tucson.
Arizona led 86-82 when Harold
Miner, who scored 26 for Southern
Cal, made a 3-pointer. Then, after
the Wildcats missed two free
throws and committed a turnover,
the Trojans got a final chance to
win.
But Duane Cooper missed a
driving shot that would've put
Southern Cal ahead and Sean
Rooks grabbed the rebound for
Arizona and made a foul shot with
one-tenth of a second left.
"I thought it would be one of
those deals where you throw up the
ball and it goes in and you find out
Christmas isn't over yet," Southern Cal coach George Raveling
said.
In other games, No. 2 Arkansas
beat Texas 101-89, No. 4 Ohio
State routed Northwestern 102-62,
No. 7 UCLA defeated Arizona
State 82-68, No. 9 Connecticut
ripped Central Connecticut 115-47,
No. 16 East Tennessee State
downed Liberty 86-55, No. 19
Southern Mississippi stopped No.
21 South Carolina 64-58, No. 22
Iowa held off Michigan 79-78 and
Brigham Young tripped No. 25
Texas-El Paso 83-67.
Arizona coach Lute Olson saw
his team miss three of four foul
shots in the final minute and have
trouble handling the. ball. But .he.
gave creclikio Southern Cal, rather
than critic fe his own team.
"I don't know a whole lot more
we could have done. They played
with great confidence," Olson said.
"I'll tell you this: They played better against us than Arkansas did. It
just didn't seem like we could
shake 'em."
Arizona defeated the Razorbacks
by a dozen points to win the
season-opening Big Apple NIT.
Chris Mills led Arizona (12-2

overall, 2-1 in the Pacific-10) will'.
21 points, Brian Williams had 18,
Matt Othick 16 and Rooks 14
Ronnie Coleman had 24 points and
11 rebounds for Southern Cal (8-3.
0-2).

State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

INTERESTED IN

POULTRY
HOUSES?
COME TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE POULTRY BUSINESS
AT SEABOARD FARMS FEED MILL AT HWY. 45 SO.
& MACEDONIA ROAD IN MAYFIELD, KY.

SAT., JAN. 12 - 9 A.M. TO 12
'HOW TCLGET STARTED
'RETURN ON INVESTMENT
'FINANCIAL INFORMATION
.8-YEAR CONTRACT

.HOW TO ENHANCE YOUR FUTURE
'FAMILY OPERATION
;TOP POULTRY PROFITS
WITH SEABOARD FARMS

-SANDWICHES
-SNACKS

-COFFEE
-DRINKS

* FOR MORE INFORMATION *

502-247-8290

ASA
-Vito Rental
Dail%

PA(;12. 1 I
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Racer
Illustrated.
This Page Sponsored by Your Local Businesses

Game Notes

Where Quality
Counts

Indiana-Purdue at Indianapolis (9-8)

Thornton Tile
& Marble

January 12 1991
Racer Arena (,5.40)
Murray, Kentucky
The

612 South 9th St
Murray KY 42071

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer
Open 8 00 to 4 30
Mon thru Fri

Are
Our Goal!

;

MUM/1y

F. 14
•,35
( 54
(; j
(; 33

Hwy. 641 North

%1
/
4 11m:,,

.11111,t
wile 1\1
/
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\ 71 1H

State (111)

Scott Adams (6-9, 21N I, Jr

Grog Coble,
Popcye Jones (6-S, 2(0
l•k• •
Paul Kin:
Frank
:

I•

1UPU-Indianapolis (9-8)
F 35 Lance Madison (6-4, 215, Jr
F 42 Greg Teepe (6-7, 215, Jr
C 45 Tony Long (6-6, 220, Sr ).
•20 James Vaughn (6-0, 170, Jr ,
t; 24 Greg Simmons (6-3, 1*5, Sr

Good Luck
Racers
From
MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

a!? your tnends t.
?1

McCLARD'S

Tonight is a reunion of sorts for head
coaches Steve Newton and Bob Lovell.
1,o% ell played for Newton at Plainfield
ligh School in Indiana during the 1960s,
and was named to the All Indianapolis
Regional team in 1969. The same team
Featured George Mc(;innis and former
t 'nisersity d Indiana standout Steve
Downing.
Meanwhile, Newton was winning four
it ii n titIcs, two regional championships ;ind the- 1969 Mid-State Confernee crown.That sear the 27-year-old
•sy•ton was a finalist for Indiana I lit+
- h. )01 Coaeh of the Year.

601 Main St.
Day
753-9132

We're behind you
all the way.
Good Luck!
FORD

Popeye: No. 2 rebounder

MERCURY

Popeye Jones began the week as the
nation's No. 2 reb,,under,'second behind
.!insiana State's Shaquille O'Neal.
bales began the week as.eraging 13.14
bounds. .vhile-{nSual-was-averagin14
- 1 per contest.
Ione,has boarded in dould: figures in
but one game this seai ,n. and ha, a
,'h-came of 21

LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury,Inc,
Since 1928
701 Main St. 753-5273
"The Experienced Travel
Agency'
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Patty Greenway
Kimberly House
Randy Wilkins
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he's had at least eight
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\
a fearless ruin under, the 6-6
L•iiior from Chicago leads the Ricers
h ," 1.7 percent field goal accuracy.

Dixieland Center)
\turr.1:.

With 24 points and 11 rebounds Tuesday at Georgia S„ uthern. Popeye Jones
turned in the 19th single-game d, whledouble (double figures in points and
rebounds) of the sea'-an 1,1 the Racer Jones has double-dJ1+d in 1' of 1 -'
games thus far, the 11:•
s
Hood double-I.,ubled 1 in

Go with the
Winners...
the .

83. That gives inc-

759-1074 1-800-634-4903
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CAR CARE

H. et, 1 the 1s1ciro, s5-64, as MSU's Craig Evetsoll
yith a 17-point, six rebound performance. The
ILml 'a hind 61 percent field goal shooting and never

•Tune-Ups
•Oil Changes
•Brake Work
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OPEN
24 HOURS
Great Kerr McGee Gas
Visa-MasterCard-Discover
Kerr McGee Credit Cards

Racer
Oil Co.
753-0858
1000 Chestnut • Murra

Your Local Long
Distance Company
'Because we're here and these
other guys, well, they're there

1-800-333-1708
Paducah (502) 444-0520

MOST CAR FOR LEAST MONEY'
300 $ 4th
753-9586

Milwaukee
Bud &
Bud Light Best &
S9,79 Best Light

Maui -Fri.

Racer Schedule, Results at a Glance
•

Der.

Murray s Only $3,000 and
Under Car Lot.
.•

:

hmar.)

limes,the most recent h

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES

Night
753-1234 or
753-1830

•Pope”. Jones is not the only glass
se's.
cleatir the Rac,•Is
'John Jack'sj,to
k.j. Tree) has come
.11 :he I;enc h and ass raced alintist eight
reh.,uncis van-...• this season. lie turned

Starters Comparison
NIurras 4%erage
Position
t1-(1, 195
ForAard
t, 2to1)
Ccitte-r
(;uard
Total
6:5.4,203

401 Olive St.
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hur1,1,1

Probable Starters

WM:MART

Vacation
,Vtution
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h \,
•;i!.! I•pp,(
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Bob Lovell
A 1973 graduate of the Franklin College of Indi:oLt. Bob 1.4Aell
as a collegiate head coach, possessing a 232-156 rec,,r,i. A
mater, lAwell mused to !UPI II where he is 157-127 in hI
district championships lie has twice led teams !,,!h e I
tournament.
,•
Losell played high school ball under Stc:.L. NL
late 1I NO'!S (See note at right. I

Unbeataille
,

• 7 (

Hi, Coach

CoaCheS

Steve Newton
A 1963 graduate of Indiana State Universits, Stet Newton!,
head coach of the Racers with a record of 10; 62 (1,2.4!I he
Valley Conference Coaeh of the Year, he is in his 1 It •:',1•011
Murray State coaching staff, having spent sesen sear. as oRon Greene. During his tenure. NtSU has a rec.;qd 1 221
percentage.

511:12i ;S3 S119

—

TOWING
24 HOUR

11-6)

Murray State Racers

LOOKIN' 641 SUPER SHELL
GOOD! "Service is our business
Before the game
stop by for a
-vitat (kith
Ron & Joyce Sallin
and the crew at

STOCICADE
SIRLOIN
753-0440
Bel-Air Center

Cunningham
Auto Repair
502-753-6831
619 S. 4th Street • Murra

,••
Life Insurance
that Columbus Security
Life one of the State Auto
Insurance Companies has modern,
attractively -priced plan to fit
your individual or family needs

Call Us Today

'Total car care front tune ups
to major overhauls

Shell
753-9131
641 S. 516 S. 12th

PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNUTT

An in-depth automotive air conditioning

and heating service
and repair performed
by Kevin Lamb,technician,formerly ofRo Ho.

Don McNutt
SOU1hside Cn.

STATE AUTO
inauaricat Commune

. 753-4451
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Newspaper tour

HOG MARKET

11S

Students from Cheryl Hammon's economics class at Christian Fellowship School in Briensburg listen as
Greg Travis, managing editor of the Murray Ledger & Times, explains the Mycro-Tek ideu display . terminal system used by the nevispaper's news department. Hammon's, left, and the students discussed ;thous aspects of the news industry with Travis before being given a tour of the plant.
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Mrs. Lotiise
Keistler
Services for Mrs. Louise Keistler
remain incomplete with the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Keistler, 77, New Concord.
died Tuesday at 2:50 p.m. at Pensacola Health Care. Pensacola. Ha.
She was the widow of George
Keistler. -.Survivors include three sons,
harle.s •
Keistler. and.. -wile,
Toshiko, Pensacola. James W.
Keistler and vvite, Mary. Monmouth, Ill., and Pobert W. Keistler
and wife. Marie, Salem. Wis.: three
grandchildren, Krystal GITvan,
Golden, Colo., and Marissa Kathleen Keistler and Christopher.
Keistler, Monmouth: two sisters,
Mrs. Margaret Bean, Metamora,
Ill., and Mrs. Mary' Ferrell. Alton.
Ill.; two brothers, Elmer Lewis,
Murphysboro, .111., and George
I ewis, New Orleans, La.

Mrs. Lola
Outland
Final rites for Mrs. Lola Outland
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe is officiating.
Grandsons are serving as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Blood
River Cemetery.
Mrs. Outland, 96, Walls. Miss..
formerly of Murray, died Tuesday
at 4:50 a.m. at Allen Brooke Nur:
ing Home, Memphis, Tenn.

Mrs. Mary Edna Borders
Mrs. Mary Edna Borders, 86, Rt.
4, Benton, died Thursday at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was retired from Consolidatedf Aluminum, Benton. A member of Olive Baptist Church, she
had taught Sunday School there for
several years.
Survivors are one" sister, Mrs.
Martha Jenora Johnston. and a
brother-in-law, Kent Johnston,

Benton. severa:
The funeral
p.m. in the c. ` al Home, BL
Phillips and the keN, k;- ;rd
Edminston. will 0:ficiate.
ti arEcii
Burial will lot•oSS
Cemetery in Nlarshall
Friends may c ad a:
home after 4 p
to(:

Work
gine.

Ser\-ices for Howard Luby
Rogers, Howar,1 kcr Illand
Rogers Sr. were today at 11 a.m. in Noah ko2ers.
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
Burial was
of Murray. The Rev. Bobby
'
ery
at Cady
Edmonson officiated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and soloist.
Mr. Rogers Sr
!L' .
.
id\
Pallbearers were Timmy Tracy, at 5:15 p.m :it
Steve Tracy. Kevin Tracy, Michael Concord

Hubbard says he'll back Bush

long
pany

nd these
T there."

708

4-0520

Insurance
Security
State Auto
as modern
Oar, to tit
nity needs

sy

MOM
RMAN
cNUTr

11 AUTO
53-4451

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) -- State
records show that nearly one-half
of all of Kentucky'§- air-pollution
complaints last year originated
within the 13 counties served by
the Ashland Reg'on of the Kentucky Division for Air Quality.
The division-, an arm of thJ.,Natural Resources and Environ:
mental Protection Cabinet. processed 1,741 complaints in 1990.
Of that total. 855 or 49 percent,
either originated or were directed
at solirces within the Ashland
region.
More than half — 811 -- of the
1,549 complaints the state received
in 1989 also originated within the
Ashland region.
Patricia Tincher, who coordinates air complaints for the -state,
said the source of the complaints
varies from dusty roads to burning
debris to industry.

Army Reserves and National
Guard troops in Saudi Arabia or en
route who have been !mobilized at
Fort Campbell. Among the 4,000
are 250 from the Army Reserves'
807th hospital unit in Paducah ...
-These men and-r%omen in Saudi
Arabia deserve our undivided support from Congress,- Hubbard
said.
"This congressman. a Democrat,
while continuing to hope and pray
for peace, supports the President of
the United States and the United
Nations Security • Council in the
joint demand that Iraq withdraW
its forces from Kuwait before Tuesday."

Bruce booted out
of committee chair
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — The
House's senior member was booted
out of his committee chairmanship
today in a shakeup of legislative
assignments for the next two years.
Rep. James Bruce of Hopkinsville was replaced as chairman of the
Banking and Insurance Committee
by Rep. Billy Ray Smith of Bowling Green. Both are Demdfrats.
Brbce, whose first General
Assembly session was in 1964, had
clashed with Speaker Don Blandford, among others. Bruce, though
unopposed for re-election, 'refused
to support last year's Kentucky
Education Reform Act and the
politically explosive S1.3 billion
tax increase that went with it.

because of our dependence on the
oil of the Middle East." Ford told
a joint session of the state House
and Senate.
Ford, the' Senates majority
whip, renewed a frequent criticism
of the past and present Republican
administrations. ,
He said former Presider: Ronald
Reagan dismantled a synthetic fuels program that would have
been a boon to Kentucky coal an,:
President Bush did not' •
reduce dependence on for. _

Three charged with shooting
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three people have been charged in
connection with the killing of a
Hopkinsville grocery store owner
who had been robbed numerous
times in, the past.
Eugene Carter, 64. died-Wednesday from a single gunshot wound
to his left ear during the holdup at
Bailey's Market, Christian County
Coroner Dorris Lamb said
Thursday.
Brian Leon Mimmis, 18, and a

17-year-old juvenile. bothol 1100, insville. have been charged witt.
mutder and first-degree robbery ii,
the slaying, -Assistant County
Attorney James .Adams
Thursday.
The third suspect in the case.
Michael Antonio Williams, 20, of
Hopkinsville, is charged with facilitation to murder, facilitation to
first-degree murder„ hindering prosecution and apprehension,. and car
rying a concealed deadly weapon.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
j
POrtS

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Gene Buhmann
641 South

753-2617
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Gulf buildup due to oil dependency
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- The
nation's addiction to imported oil
is to blame for the American military buildup in the Persian Gulf,
the U.S. Senate's No. 2 Democrat
says.
"We are there defending the
imports that make up our energy
policy." Democratic Sen. Wendell
Ford told Kentucky legislators.
Thursday.
"You and I know that we would
not be there if they were selling
apples and oranges. We're there

preliminary work leading up to the
actual start of construction, including design engineering work, negotiations between its general con
tractor and trade union and filing
for environmental permits.
Scott announced its selection o!
the Newman site Nov. 19.

(

Floward Lubv Rogers Sr.

WASHINGTON — U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard said that while praying for peace,, he supports
President Bush and United Nations
resolutions that demand Iraq leave
Kuwait.
Hubbard, speaking on the House
floor Thursday, said there are 16,500 soldiers from the 101st Airborne
Division, plus 2,500 Fort Campbell
soldiers from the 101st support
group !Corpsi and another 1,500
Fort Campbell soldiers from the
5th Special Forces group in Saudi
Arabia.
"Yes, that's 20,500 Fort Campbell
soldiers in Saudi Arabia," Hubbard
said. "There are another 4,000

our commitment to the project,"
Harris said. "The project remains
intact in its original scope. It continues to be viewed by everyone in
the company as a key element in
our plans to expand in tissuemaking."
Scott will continue with all other
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Scott Paper's new plant delayed
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Construction of Roo Paper Co.'s
new plant in Daviess County will
not begin until 1992, instead of this
year as previously planned, said
company officials, who emphasized
they are still firmly committed to
the SSW million project.
The delay was ordered Thursday
as part of a larger reorganization of
Scott's worldwide holdings.
The reorganization program is
designed to improve Scott's earning potential, strengthen its long
term competitive position, reduce
its debt and create additional value
to shareholders.
The construction delay was
necessary to achieve the company's
goaI of reduced spending during
1991. Scott spokesman Rutile Harris said
'This doe'sn't in any way lessen
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Walter's Pharmacy

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffet
Plus...2 Large Drinks -

Capsule
Summary

I 'Lunch or Dinner
Buffet

Walter Mehr
Pharmaost
1

Fingernails and
Health:
Changes in fingernails may
signal problems in your body
A white nail bed can be
caused by anemia while blue
skin below the moon at the
nail base could mean poor
circulation, heart disease, or
lung disease Brown or black
discoloration could be due to
melanoma.
malignant
Spoon-like depressions in
the nails could point to
anemia or thyroid disorders,
and pits could mean psoriasis or eczema. The nails may
become thick and yellow with
chronic respiratory disease
or long-term use of the antibiotic tetracycline_ -- Rio
versify of Texas Lifetime
Health Letter (June)

519 S. 12th • 753-7688
'We accept

Blue Cross Blue Shoo*.
PC,S and (Ahem

(Expires

Jan.

Only $699!

*Must present coupon
when ordering
17th) Not good with any other special ‘8
1

Buy any 15" Large Pizza at Regular Price
Get Second 15' Large for
*Up to 10 Items
'Original Crust

(Expires Jan

17th)

Only
'Must present coupon
when ordering
'Not good with any other special

-

Chestnut St.

75343656
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McDermott named November
"Out of the ordinary" employee
at MCCH by colleagues,patients

Triplets serve

""*.f.T.

GOP would be helped by good
primary for governor, Ford says

.%

FRANKFORT, ky. yAP) — His
utle is U.S. senator, but he's also
Mr Democrat. So, Wendell Ford
reacted gleefully to a bombshell
within the Kentucky Republican
Party
Larry Forgy, who abruptly
dropped a campaign for the GOP
nomination four years ago. was
expected today to announce he
would oppose U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins in May's gubernatorial
primary
Lowe Nunn, Ford's

-

longtime adversa.ry is backing Forgy and an apparent running mate,
Eugene Goss. Hopkins had been
considered his party's anointed
candidate.
"It's apparent Lowe is organizing his part of the Republican Party," Ford said Thursday. "I think
it's going to be interesting. If they
want to have a good fight. I'm all
for it.
"I've always found. though, tkat
when they have a good primary.
they run a bettex race in the fall.
But if they do it with closed doors
and: no opposition. normally they
don't
.
. . fare. very well."
Ford said he *at rernindedof the
hard-fought 1967 GOP primary in
which Nunn defeated Marlow
Cook, who was then Jefferson
County judges for the gubernatorial
nomination.
Nunn went on to win the governorship But his chOsen successor
(out years later, current Court of
Appeals Judge Tom Embenon. was
defeated by Ford. Democrats have
controlled the statehouse since.

WKAS offices
closed Jan. 21
•

hristophrr Brandon was retroth selected as outstanding stu•
d-ern- in- iyentatisy -Tech _prep. in
industrial processes at ‘lurrayCalloway County Notational. He
attends Murray High School and
plans to attend ‘1urray State
nisersity after graduation. He is
the I6-year-old son of Glenda
Ke? and Bill? Brandon of
Murray.

West Kentucky Allied Services'
employees will be off Jan. 21. Each
be closed that •
of • -the offlees
day: and key employees are asked
to notify your local newspaper
regarding this closing and to post a
sign on your offices announcing
this Please make. this announcement and post immediately. in order
that clients throughout the Purchase
will be aware of this holiday

Triplet sons ot Mr. and \Ir • Harr shekell.. Ila/el, were drafted on
the same day. May 26. I943, and were !ruined in the same camps.
Pictured abuse, fromleft. are John A. Shekel!, James B. Shekel! and
Joseph C. Shekell. Another brother. Sgt. Jessie Aubrey Shekel!,
entered sersice Oct. 7, 1941 and seryed in the Arm? merseas. He was
returned to thk States and assigned to Lawson General Hospital in
Atlanta.

Angry vets plan to counterattack
OWENSBORO.
Angry over Congres,
cut seterans' progran.s • lion over the next fi‘e.
group of Owensboro
planning a counterattack Jon
Members of "Operation Veteran
Shield" scheduled
l.44.ft •
-that-day---at-the A Mefit-a n
post and invited veterans trn
an
across western Kent '.,k
southern Indiana to attend
'If our servicemen !7
Middle East knew how bac*, ‘eferans are treated. We 'd come
tomorrow.'' said Don \V
Veteran Shield member.

pablicity directIte-Owel-tvhoro-Daviess
..:cdris Affairs Commit.e. to.:: a news conference Wed:
'
-the%'1. not a soul
4 hi' !1,:•11'; ''icen in combat,
1
1,/
an go again..A.;•: As:
a delegation
mes-so-ge-to Wavhingtan
!

o‘c
'

14
,/

:non boo area residents
t'elrt:orts demanding
C.17..!"•• h' nor the commitrnaa: to veterans in
• \,..1r. wartime ‘eterans
:,,r a Si 50 1-,•,rial plot

I ::e ;rrent hL.dget
It &so remo‘ed
Bruendine

State Seeking jobs for seasonal employees
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
state is seeking jobs for 25 seasonat employees who will be affected
by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's deciston -to remove tolls from.the Blue
Grass Parkway.
Of the 55 people who worked
the tolls on the 72.I-mile parkway.
30 of them are full-time ertployees
guaranteed reassignment within the
state Transportation Cabinet,
spokeswoman Angie Siegel said.
The remainder are temporary.
seasonal workers whose employ-

ment with the department ends Feb.
28, Siegel said.
Siegel said cabinet officials told
those workers Wednesday that they
will try to find a place for them_
The cabinet's seasonal employees work up to nine months at a
time at the booths but are told
when hired that their jobs are temporary and may • be terminated at
any time, Siegel said.
The booths and concrete protection barriers will be removed in the
next two to three weeks.
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By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

FLAGMAN
LADY .50RRY t
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Charlena McDermott

loft!:

pinvomitim

TNE

you feel more like a friend than a
patient."
In addition to the award, McDermott receives a specially marked
parking space for the month, a certificate denoting the honor, a balloon bouquet and a special invitation to the hospital's annual service
awards banquet.
McDermott resides at Route 3,
Murray.

Charlena McDermott, licensed
practical nurse at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, has been selected
the hospital's "Out of the ordinary"
employee for the month of
November.
The "nut of the ordinary" award
is presented regularly to an MCCH
employee who, according to colleagues and patients, demonstrates
outstanding commitment to his or
her responsibilities.
McDermott has worked at
MCCH nine years. She currently
works in obstetrics, and has previously worked in all nursing areas
as a nurse's aide.
. McDermott said the honor was a
"Ii's--Mee to be appreciated and acknowledged individually:. but I just try to do my part in
the team effort to provide the quality care given at MCCH," she said.
Some of the many nominations
for McDermott said, "She is an
outstanding nurse who is very professional. She is a caring person
and is always as willing to be of
service, gentle and patient at the
end of the work day as in the
beginning of her day. She makes

010
Legal
None'

.
Hy virtue of an Order ofConfiscation due( ted
to me and issued by the Clerk of the Calloway
District Court, 1 will, on January 24, 1491 at
10:00 A.M. at Murray Police 1)epartnient, sell to
the highest bidder the following vehicle.
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1984 Ford Mustang.
VIN #1FAF1P28M5EF204.9S0

THE4E

RUMORS

The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved
check, or give bond with approced surety
payable within ten days of the sale, same to have
the force and effect of judgment on which
execution may issue if not paid at maturity.

GET
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J.D. Williams, Sheriff
Calloway County. Kentucky
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SHE SAYS SWELL SHAVE HER
HEAP IG I STOP CALLING
God makes the snake

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 191
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38 Climbing
devices
41 Father
42 Anger
44 Owing
45 Flap
47 Patti
49 Forerunner
of CIA
51 _Untamed
54 Scottish cap
56 Beverage
58 Wlso
59 Enthusiasm
-62 Outfit
64 Therefore
4
65 That woman
66 Booty slang
68 Hebrew
measure
70 Female sheep
71 Pitch
72 Prohibit

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DREAM
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10 Small lump
11 Tree trunk
16 Hypothetical
DOWN
force
18 Take
1 Peeled
unlawfully
2 Negative
20 Lair
prefix
22 Most
venturesome
25 Nothing
10
9
27 Insect
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
29 Corded cloth
30 Greek letter
13
12
Itl..
32 Evil
34 Morsel
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17
i4
16
15
36 Wire measure
U
37 A pension
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39 Pair
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43 All
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55 Light rain
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67 Article
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69 Mother
3 Shade tree
4 Puzzle
5 At home
6 Poem
7 Former
Russian ruler
8 Haphazard
9 Lincoln
nickname
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Unless still in School
their
College.

or

family group hospital
insurance may have
expired -due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free infor-

mation call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199'
'free

;
Usifn iitvIct
Mir•

NEED roommate for 2br
mobile home All appliances furnished witt
washer/dryer and dis
hwasher ltx is partly turn/
ished A non smoker, preferably a student $150'mo
and /2 utilities and cable
Very nice Call Chad,
753 2423 or work
753 6749
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LEARN TO DRIVE
• TRACTOR-TRAILER

t!WON

hi

41.1

1-800-3341203

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St
$160.00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information
•

AIRE
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DEPENDABLE babysitter
for 3pm 11pm shift
436 2138

Who listed and sold
5290,000
In
96
hours"'

)ute 3,

IMMEDIATE Openings .
need 4 ladies to help with
sales Excellent earnings
full time and part time Must
be neat in appearance and
ready to start immediately
Por interview send name
and phone number to PO
Box 252 Murray Ky
42071

Rebecca
tlarltebecca- fu-seI I
yours! 753-1492

LOCAL constraaon corn
pany needs additional sec
retanal help Position is
part time (min 25hrs per
week) The desired applic
ant should poesess pleas
ant telephone manners
basic clerical and typing
skills Send resume to PO
Box 1040M. Murray. Ky
42071

Who sold $1)
/4 mO
lkifl -- In 9iiTs 711:
-months"

Rebecca
Rebecca to sell
sours! 753-1492

( all

Ontury

:ials told
that they
'or them_
emplOylths at a
are told
are ternmated at

Realtors
313 N. 12th St.
,502)753-1492
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F.ACE BRICK
Prices Start

, mr,
19/8 F ;liEBIRD need,
for work Trade for picl-ip
guns' or shop eqepreerit
753 7300

ANTIQUES by the p iee
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile heri....30
les and Lies
re
move 5 7906i

WANTED to buy 5 10 acres
with or without sutat,li:
building for Cheetiee
school or rent a house or
building for Christian
school in tt'-rr Se:de ere
dwater ''Farmingten LI
Grove TEI (7.-rt1 are.-1 P --'call 753 5447 48e ee' 7 •
382 2443
Articles
For Sale
. KEReeeEir.i

429 2eee

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job9 A
GED"
)Hope for the future
lou may qualify if You do
riot have your GED or high
school diploma, You are
between the ages el 16 &21 We are an E 0 E This
prolect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call J TPA Out Of School
• 53
9 3 7 8
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Lost
And Found
LOST Boston Terrier. le
male black and whitri Lost
in Browns Grocery area If
found 'please- call
474-2788 -

al
ce

•-• • frame prescrip
eel g,,e.ei,e, in case Before
Christmas in town between
MSU and Wal Mart Shopping Center 436 2573
aar;

'directed
j'alloway
1991 at
re, sell to
eck.

approved
ci surety
ie to have
in which
maturity

$300 $400 WEEKLY
Amazing 24 hour recording
ri,veate Fully GUARAN
TEED 219 824 8403 Eit
119

ft
fiWL

ACCEPTING applications
for full time dishwasher No
phorie calls Apply in per
son between 2pm 3 30pm
H R -Dumplin s, 305 S
12th Murray

y

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade we
send instructions parts,
and check- for assembly _
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext
DB520

SALES person to work in
decorating center and paint
store Some experience at
this type of work would be
helpful This is a 40hr week
job Apply at Black's Decorating Center 701 S 4th St
Murray or phone 753 0839
or 436 2935 after 5pm

19?

I in School
ge, their

up hospital
may have

Je to age.

opular Ma-

1 Policy of.
iprehenstve
reasonable
free infer

11:

IcConnell

! 753-4199
wan

imate for 2br
me All aprnished witt
er and dis _
ris partly turn/
1-smoker. present $150eno
as and cable
Call Chad,
or work

RN TO ()RIVE
,T0F1-TRAILER
MEW 1/1..AP
wrl'w•
C..ARF

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details, write
SD, 12610 Central. Suite
255 TKY Oren° CA 91710
WENDY S is now hiring all
shifts Fleeble hours Apply
at the store between 2 and
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray

For

174 bed. long term care facility
Degree in food service area preferred,
management experience necessary Full
company benefits, salary open

on 5th St.
per month
t:1 Delaney
i for more
ion

Apply at

II

,1*

4 4 '`,4

West View Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOE MT

N.....
I

Ns:

•

Business
Rentals
4 CAR shop with office
753 9386 753 4509

Appliances
KITCHEN AID portable
dishwasher Call 435 4186
160
Home
Furnishings
QUEEN size Sealy box
springs and mattress plus
frame $75 753-0126
SLEEPER sofa good condition Arm chair and ch-est
of drawers .753-6054

1200 sq. ft. office
building at 905
Sycamore
St.
tlas_c'entral gas
heat, electric air
and carpet.

Call
753-2587
Apartments
For Rent
1BR furnished apartment
Nice and clean Close to
campus
$165 mo
753 7276
2BR apartmenC close to
campus furnished $300
753 0919

FIREWOOD Seasoned o
green $30,rick delivered
474 2318
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your order 753-9808,474-8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
nee service 436-2562,
436 2758
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753-5476.
WOOD for sale 753-9745

eLEePING room Retriger
ator in hall Private (In
trance -Zimmerman- Apts
S 16th 753 6609

Houses
For Rent

Ureic**
Offered

3BR brick house New con
tee heatiair, storm We,
dews, garbage dispesal
cable hookup city water 1
ree: East of Murray Priced
in mid $30 s 498 8944
1 800 637 1442

1985 CHEVY Ca rice
Br:.egham
les

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on al eeetrai
cooling, all makes and
models Cali Gary at
759 4754

MAG S Errand Service of
fers .housesitting, grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs. etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

3BR briok
bath LB
der e a cement cordition
Or n,ir geterheed Priced
$60 s 'ea 7e3 e/e-2 after
tepee
Puttorr
cons-ler trai
near Murray

,f.

rDirrri:r

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
1901 N. 12th

St.

4 HEIM(X M. 7 NATI!
110M1*. ON 4 A('RKSItt
lirk A 'm.p.h.
an retAgn.
tireple“. large eat in Iiitk hen
iii rni east of Miura% I I Cll
s I under
too ,Ur.
2101
4:REA I
110M1/, IN
A I.M0f S19,900 1 lid
Ii,. I,
h
r I .0 tr. Aith
assuniat.1, 5/ I. an
Many
features to /roil
'.1 iiSIO
HI•ST LOTS IN TOWN!
I hr. k ..us the
underg,round ullisies
Wr)r)DriATI I til A I I
-all Holm/Sok..
t
OWN11/14 WAN'IPS OFFER,
I Tarn,. ti,
outhuilding
AOlt daci/
lot
Si '
Ath
7,401 or

WE HELP YOU SHIM

The New Revolution
In Real Estate
471)

28R apartment in Northwood Appliances and wa
ter furnished $260dmo
753 3964

1e5 YAMAHA 4 eh re;'.
E0seeent css ese"r."• e"•03 s• '5?
le-:T YAMA-e
wheeler $1e'

ALL auto repair 73 43'4
%Fel a.nr7:
'
Auto Parts Hay
753 55e0

WANT to runt 3br house in
West Caeoway County or
east G•e.es County
753 0447

Pets
& Supplies
AKC great
Wormed and shots Large
quality puppies Champion
bloodlines i250 each Call
after
7p
1-502-653 5351
CUTE ado' ible fun loving
Lab mix put,oies looking for
cute adoraele fun loving
humans 4'-e- 2541 _

530
Services
Offered

3BR brick house central
heatair carport fenced
bac,kyard Call 435 4186

NICE 2ur gas beat, W D
hookup C:hwahlter stove
refrigerator deck 811 Col
dwater Bc $325.mo Cole
man RE 753 9898

530
Used
Cars

REAL
ChARt.1 :R
2Bodrm Murray
New centrai gas neat and
iriciudes ree gerator,
washer and dryer Tens of
storage' D.ecoeeted rent
$400 73e7
.3e.

OFFICE or retail space for
rent on court square
$1751mo Contact Kee 'HOUSEMATE
wanted to
perud Realty 753-1222
share tic e-.6 with 2 females $125 mo plus
cheap u1., t-es, 759 4814

FOR SALE
BY OWNER:

'SS

490
Hornes
For Sale

Motorcycles

FIVE car dean up shop
office and 2 baths air corn
pressor Corner of 4th -and
Glendale Rd $450,eno
753 4389 or 753 5960

TEXAS REFINERY CORP
needs mature person now
in the MURRAY area •Re
gardless of treeing write
V M. Hopkins Box 711
- Fort Worth TX 76101

Immediate Openings
Food Service Supervisor

E SPACE
RENT
to Court

/.

SOUTHERN States job
opening for anhydrous and •
spray coupe operator
Farming background re
quired Apply in person at
1. 1 r,
Industrial Road location

WENDY'S is now accf.:pt
ing applications for mane
-gers---and assistant mana
gere in the Western Fey
area Excellent starting sai
DAY dishwashing person ary and benefits Previous
restaurant experience
wanted Job pays $4 00 hr
helpful but not required
plus benefits Apply in per
son at Majestic Royale Send resume with refer
Resturanti-loliday Inn Hwy ences to Andrew Jordan
Area Supervisor, 303
641 S Murray, Ky
Sheila Dr Hopkinsville, Ky
42240
090
Molding Supervisor
Situation
needed for custom
Wanted
ictiection
molding
ACCOMPLISHED profes
plant.
Experience
sional wate,30yrs of man
required. Send reagement experience in en
sume to:
gineering, operations
Purchase
marketing and sales in the
telecommunications'
Plastics, Inc.
o_m p u te r telec I ton ics
P.O. Box _5_310
automotive industries
Mayfield, K1
seeks a full-time, part-time
42066
or consulting position in the
1502) 247-3377
purchase area Resume
and references available
EXPERIENCED full time, upon request (502)
head cook wanted Job will 354-9028
pay $5hr plus yearly vaca
BABYSITTING in my
bon for the qualified candihome
References
date Apply in person at
759 4490
Majestic Royale Holiday
Inn Restaurant Hwy 641S BABYSITTING in my home
Murray. Ky
afternoon and nights
759 1683
FEDERAL Government is
hiring $16.500-$62,000 WANTED a job Experi
per year Amazing re- once in retail, youth organi
corded message reveals zation management
details (901)6421416
photography, and dog
training Handy with hands,
EXPERIENCED full time
eager intelligent, and hard
waitresses wanted Our
waitresses average well working College degree
Resume'available upon reabove standard rate Apply
quest Call 436-5447
in person at Matestic Roy
ale Holiday Inn Restaurant WILL sit with sick or elderly
Hwy 641S Murray Ky
Live-in or out 753 0785

AUGHTFIt

XIII I 10\ %Mil.* %Ill
1.1(1'.
Ill It\•
ANON Is It Nr
IN \II IM 51
i! . P• /-•

460
Apartments
For Rent

SEARS Frostless refrigera NEW duplex on Northwood
tor with iciemaker sofa and Drive 2br, central gas HA
love seat Early American All appliances including
good condition $125 odd dishwasher and micro
sofa $100 single and dou wave - $385;mo 1 year
ble element electric hea lease Available Jan 1 Call
ters wood shutters for 36in days 753 3153 evenings
window (16pr) 753 4461 753 7900
759 9323 after 5pm
ONE bedroom apartment
WOODEN storage build central heat air washer
ings 8x16 Starts at $1095. dryer hook up No pets Re
10x16 $142450, 12.24' ferences required
$2395 Other sizes _avail 753 3949
.
-able- -4-re., r-Porterble-BUrtdroom.
parte)?
ONE
turn -irigs 502 247-7811
is-tied sleeptng rooms with
shared kitchen and bath
_rooms, central WA Lo_
c.ated 11, blocks from Fa
culty Hall $125,1no includ
PRIVATE Investigator with ing utilities Cam Carnela at
22-years city and state in 753 1492
vestigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil ROOMMATE to share
'Personal or Corporate apartment $150tmo plus
'Missing Persons Your utilities 141F Stadium'
needs, our specialty Call View Dr 812 937 4608
Confidential Investigations 753-8011, after 1 14 91
(502)753 2641
TAKING applications for
SHARP copiers Author- section 8 rent subsidized
ized dealer for sales ser apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
vice supplies parts and rooms Apply Hiiidale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
rental tests Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319 502 437 4113 EHO
2BR apartment near Une
270
versity Good condition ap
Mobile
pl)anees furnished Avail
Homes For Sale able now Coleman RE
12055 elEfe0DELEDe2br 753 9898
excAeleni condition $2500 WE have nice 2br du437 4917 437 4511
plexes 2bd townhouses,
1977 PARK Villa 12x60 also 2br 2 bath with den
$375 $500/mo Coleman
central heat 345 2784
RE 753 9898
VERY nice 2br 1 bath on
two lots Minute from lake
and boat ramp Appl.ances
$8500 436-2195
Rooms
For Rent
Mobile
Homes For Rent

4A,

Murray Ledger fk Times
320

Miscellaneous

SINGLE arid or double pa
pasan Call 759 9980

MARSHALL County firm
flee full time opening for
bookkeeper/clerical posi
tion Good organizational
skills a muse Salary corn
mensurate upon qualitica
eons Respond to PO Box
1040A Murray. Ky 42071

Itt

nds Feb.

240

11115:1 For Sale
Or Trade

Notice
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1C),7'

12 200 d.er
pm 753 7419
1989 Hr.r.DA Accord SE;
1995. Dodge Shi'1'7."1/ 1990
17.

E Z Auto Sales Hwy 94E
reek,
Oce
Bey-+terepay here 474 8883
436 2606 Open Wed Sun

1978 CHEVY window van
350 auto very good me
chantcally
$750
753 6881

1972 CHEVY Blazer
4wheel dr Mechanically
sound Good tires $1200
753 3958
1972 CHEVY pickup 1585
S10 759 1652
1973 TOYOTA Land
Cruiser wagon 4x4 6 cylin
der 3 speed transmission
-Rebuilt 3000 miles $700
753 6881
1976 FORD pickup Stan
dard shift Runs good
$650 753 5674
1979 CJ5 Jeep re built E.
cy:Inder motor $2500
OBO 474 8820
1

1984 Ford T-Bird,
'FA8P46W9E1-4'9204'
1976 Ford

HAULING ya.d 4.6/A
ternOuat MO.A.r.g Free

1979 Pontiac Red Bird
I 218 7A3L1 71232
1982 Mazda RX7
sJM1FB3317C064432'
All cars sold as is

1965 VOLKSWAGON
needs work 1971 Dodge
Dart running good new
tires Has been wrecked in
front 753 0789
6

es

timates -759 1553
HOUSE ce•ar g 5'
sees
professional seas g
penence Yr,..! 'omit
cleaned the way
sir,t
436 27;
' •
Clea• •

co-very

"388 RANGER 4 cylinder
5 speed 'silver blue triter
,or $4950., or trade
492 8884
'

way roce
703 £74.3

_

4e4e

STEV/AF-1T S
ease-, arid garbage e see:.
eervieg
cit
::,aay
Cs..r- ty 43e 527.•.%
"'re: 6 _See".

Campers
1984 2611 COACHMAN
9 000 miles Make an otter
502 247-6699

dr. R :Sc'.
•/./:,-3

_

•

CUSTOM ItTC/4111 WINE.%
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by &

ALPHA Builders Carper
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting maintenance, sitc- Free estimates
489 2303

55 ow

Showroom

•

HOME RUN
\HOBBY SHOP

ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
PIT bull pep . 7 weeks old
Whirlpool 30 years experi1st shots a• d wormed 2
ence Bobby Hopper
males 1 whitetlack. 1
2BR carport central RA, cocoarwhite $100 each 1 1978 THUNDERBIRD
436-5848
Red, white eitueor Good
stove, refrigerator No pets female cocoa/white
$75 condition especially me
BACKHOE Service ROY
Deposit. lease, $3501mo
Excellent bloodline, SeriHILL Junior Thorn opera
18026 A
Monroe ous inquines only Day or chanically 1205.00 miles
tor 30 years experience
$950 - -753-7078 - 1 502 527 7382 after 5pm
night 759. 1925
Septic system dnve ways
1982 Z 28 C,AMERCe
2BR duplex in Northwood
hauling foundations etc
4832
$2700
753
430
$295/rno 759 4406
759 4664
Real
1983 CELICA 0;T vvh•te 5
2BR duplex $300,mo DeBLOCK brick, concrete
Estate
speed, loaded. 79,000 drive ways, foundation
posit required Quiet area
KOPPERUD REALTY of- miles $4150 489 2715
753 9240
bases, patios, chimneys
ers a complete range o
repair work Charles Bar
1983 OLDS Cutlass wa
28R duplex Appliances Real Estate services
with a gon good condition Call
nett, 753-5476
furnished Nice neighborwide selection of quality after 4pm 395
7986
hood $3101mo 759 4406
CARPENTER,
commercial
homes, all prices
or residential work New
2BR du.le
". cod 753-1222 toll tree 1984 DODGE Charger,
red, automatic A - C, P S,. homes, additions outbuild1 800-251 HOME Ext
S
'
er;
ings decks fences rebucket seats $1695
711L
placement windows Fast
759 1559
quality service Call
440
1984 MERCURY Marquis 4
2BR duplex apartment in
759-1424 after 5pm
Lots
door, all' power, nice car
quiet residential neighborFor Sale
CARPET
and vinyl repairs
80xxx miles 1 owner
hood near university Ideal
$3750 435 4364 aft' and installation Profes
for couple or retired person
BEAUTiFUL single family 8pm
sional service Glen Beb
$275,mo 753 8096 or
dwelling lot All city utilities
bers 759-1247. leave
753-2633
1986. SABLE LS °$6000
including city cablevision
message
2BR furnished apartment Joining the city limits at 753 9486 after 5pm
CH1M
Chim Chimney
Westend of Gatesborpugh
5br furnished house
1986 SUNBIRD Turbo GT
Sweeps has 10% senior citiCall 753 5541 753 4060
6 block of college
$3800 1977 T Bird $450 zen discounts We sell chim753 5108 753-5865
753 6853
ney caps and screens
460
Fully furnished 1br apart1987 FORD Escort 5 435-4191
Homes
ment with paid utilities Now
speed 'low miles runs COMPLETES PLUS
For Sale
available Near downtown
good 759 1100 or aft"
'
0
M
3BR 2 acres 6 miles wes 6pm 489-27V
436-2755
REPAIR All phases of
of Murray $4 5 000
BRAND new 3br duplex, 2
home repair and remodel1988 HYUNDIA Excel GL
489 2303
full baths with shower
ing 753 0318
40xxx miles 5-speed air
Central heatair stove, re- NICE 2bdrm, full base
sunroof AM.FM cassette
CONTRACTOR Portable
frigerator dishwasher furn- ment, central HrA Nice great gas mileage
$3400
buildings, pole barns genished Concrete driveway
neighborhood Priced in 1986 Pontiac, Fiero Auto
eral home improvements
No pets allowed Applica
$30s
Call 753-1449 sunroof, AM FM cassette
mid
Quality work for less Cusbons now being taken
after 15pm
Sharp car Good on gas
tomer satisfaction guaran753-9400 Or 435 4214 after
$3995
753
8642
teed Free estimates L E
SMALL well-built home.
7pm
lovely setting on 6 acres 3 1988 TOYOTA Tercel 2 Williams 489-2663
miles east of Hardin on door 4 speed, new tires
NEW 2br duplex ApLICENSED for electric,
pliances energy efficrent. Hwy 80 2 miles north on excellent condition 48,000 gas. refrigeration Installa1364 $45,000 Call any- miles $3900 or best otter
owner occupied 1821
tion and repair Free estiRidgewood Dr 753-7457
time 354 6078
436-2818
mates 753-7203

r

"

L L Beane Painting Com "
A
mercial and residertaH
painting Free estie,atee
Lenris Beare cw-e•
759 178.5

A 1 STUMP Removal ang
Spraying Lawns, t•r. and shrubs unwanted c.1'.!!.
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753 2455

op.:eaten at a
pet
Pree.
malee VethP'Ut 05' 311 s
7e3 5./1.24

0.4_,rray 4

A LICENSED e .
contractor JAMES C CAL
leMORE ELECTRIC Con
mercial and residentia! fee
courteous and efficierit se,
vice 759-1835

Pickup

FI5JUI381899

NEW homes remodeling
pole barns, decks outbuild
'rigs brick and masorry
work 759-1039 after 4pm

ton

2311 1679 CHEWY Cobra
RV 21 000 miles $9500
753-6559

1977 Trans AM,
Serial It 2W87Z7N207463

MR Channey Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

G&A Construction Q...ality
work at affordable prr..es
FictiSh --earperetey—week— _NEW- or tcpas ragirk
porch and deck Scere Flee estimates Call 753 1126 Sr
tereeee te•er es Stye-436 2617 after.4pm
team eeterear
GENERAL Repair plumb- system iristaied or ii
ing, roofing tree wort.
pa 'rd Vi/' cur e'ie a
436 2642
.r i.
Ae.
cererete tereeel a' e
GUTTERING By Sears
peJree 759 474e
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters PLUMBING
Fee, e:e
installed for your specifica . mates Affordable rate
tions Call Sears 753 2310 Same day serviee A I arc,•
for tree estimate
guaranteed 753 4200
G W CONSTRLICTiref:
PLUMBING repairman
Gerald Waters reofing
same day seevee: Co
painting, vinyl siding al' 436 5255
kinds of remodeling Pr
RS-JeK
CGLSee.
489-2267
Repa r Reef
HADAWA
p3 r rr
Home remode.ing ea -.1
ing wallpaper rr.;-1/pr:r-.'•y
474 -;
floor covering
small 753 4251

INSULATiOt.
Sears _TVA
Save on those high r_eatrg
1983 CHEV1 _Silverado and cooling b-l!s ear e.;ers_
Short wheel base pitkUp .753-2310 tor tree 0.t-^,:i1cr
Loaded red 753-2353
KITCHEN CAB fee - lee
1985 CHEROKEE Pioneer MODELING we- e
grain form,ca a ' •
V 6 5 speed Priced to s61
Free esti^ ales ;
753 3200
1- 980 FORD
492 8411

510

The following cars will
be sold at private sale
January 14th, 2 00 p m.
at Vernon's, 713S 12th 7
St Bids can be sent info
P0 Box 102, Murray,
Ky 42071

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate fr.or ys,r
needs

Ii

4th and Sycamore
759-1521
Home 753-1.566
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m.; Sat.
We, have the largest selection 16
of sports
cards, packs, and supplies in Murray.

irt-Tr"`
I

REAL OPPORTUNITY
Unusual property with a vanety of potential uses
Property includes 17 acres with major highway frontage
one bedroom home, concrete block commercial building
and large barn • all offered at $29,900 Out ofstate owner
a nmour, to sell to settle estate

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

REIN r.Cr.rs

BABY Grand piano New
strings and key top thoroughly reconditioned
$2300 437 4432
2d0
lAiscellaneous
FABRIC•FABRIC•FABRIC
4 OFF SALE Country Re
mnants Hwy 68 641 Drat
tenville Marshall County
next to Bonanza Mon Sat
10 5pm
PROOF sets and silver dol
lars make fine presents for
every occasion' If we don t
have the date you need
we'll get it at no extra cost to
you Check our U S and
foreign coins proof Sets
and silver dollars at the Ox
Yoke Antique Store (Hazel)
and Treasure House (Mur•
ray) Special discounts now
available We buy coins
and otter professional ap
praisals of estates
753 4161

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated c,ornpanies
to give you the best possible rates, ben
efits. and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies

NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE

3 companies

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any ol
the above insurance. Over 2,000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business

ca,

•

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say, Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

........orvoo•var......AOi. •
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Specials Good
January 10 Through
January 12
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0
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$1.00 SAVE 50C
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WONDERIHOSTESS PRAIRIE FARM 2% MILK BUCHANAN GRADE PRAIRIE FARMS
ICE CREAM
A LARGE EGGS
BREAD "COUNTRY FRESH"
"PANTRY PRIDE"
o
"FAMILY PAK"
"FARM FRESH"
o

1 Lb ..*
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